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SUMMARY
Thesis statement: Memory and performance overheads of application and
system checkpoints can be significantly reduced with the assistance of hard-
ware techniques.
The problems of software debugging and system reliability/availability are among the most chal-
lenging problems the computing industry is facing today, with direct impact on the development and
operating costs of computing systems. A promising debugging technique that assists programmers
identify and fix the causes of software bugs a lot more efficiently is bidirectional debugging, which
enables the user to execute the program in “reverse”, and a typical method used to recover a sys-
tem after a fault is backwards error recovery, which restores the system to the last error-free state.
Both reverse execution and backwards error recovery are enabled by creating memory checkpoints,
which are used to restore the program/system to a prior point in time and re-execute until the point of
interest. The checkpointing frequency is the primary factor that affects both the latency of reverse
execution and the recovery time of the system; more frequent checkpoints reduce the necessary
re-execution time.
Frequent creation of checkpoints poses performance challenges, because of the increased num-
ber of memory reads and writes necessary for copying the modified system/program memory, and
also because of software interventions, additional synchronization and I/O, etc., needed for creating
a checkpoint. In this thesis I examine a number of different hardware accelerators, whose role is
to create frequent memory checkpoints in the background, at minimal performance overheads. For
the purpose of reverse execution, I propose the HARE and Euripus hardware checkpoint accelera-
tors. HARE and Euripus create different types of checkpoints, and employ different methods for
keeping track of the modified memory. As a result, HARE and Euripus have different hardware
costs and provide different functionality which directly affects the latency of reverse execution. For
improving the availability of the system, I propose the Kyma hardware accelerator. Kyma enables
xiii
simultaneous creation of checkpoints at different frequencies, which allows the system to recover
from multiple types of errors and tolerate variable error-detection latencies. The Kyma and Euripus
hardware engines have similar architectures, but the functionality of the Kyma engine is optimized
for further reducing the performance overheads and improving the reliability of the system. The
functionality of the Kyma and Euripus engines can be combined into a unified accelerator that can




1.1 The Problems of Debugging and Reliability.
The problems of software debugging and system reliability are among the most challenging prob-
lems the computing industry is facing today, with direct impact on the development and operating
costs of computing systems. These two problems, even though they seem to be disjoint, share a lot
characteristics and sub-problems. Those common traits across areas are the target of current and
future research that will result in efficient and retargetable solutions, which will in turn reduce the
overall design, manufacturing, programing and operating cost.
Software debugging is the process of identifying and correcting the causes of program errors. It
has been estimated [39] that debugging accounts for 60%–70% of the development effort and 80%
of project overruns. It has also been estimated that in the early stages of development bugs cost an
order of magnitude (50 to 200 times) [10, 11] less to fix than in later stages, and that 20% of bugs
cause approximately 80% of program code rework. Software errors are expected to cost to the U.S
economy approximately $59.5 billion [78]. Beyond the financial cost, software bugs can result in
the loss of human lives [41]. An important problem for software debugging is how to accelerate the
process of identifying the causes of incorrect program execution, thus reducing the overall software
development and testing time, as well as the associated costs.
System reliability targets the uninterrupted correct operation of computing systems, as well as
quick detection and recovery from errors. The types of errors that might affect a system span across
the whole hardware/software stack. For example, as processor circuits scale to smaller transistor
sizes they become increasingly vulnerable to radiation [13] (e.g. alpha particles) that can cause
transient errors, which in turn can result in erroneous computation. Software bugs can also disrupt
the correct operation of a system. For example, the power outage that in 2001 affected 50 million
people across eight US states and Canada [67,100], was partly caused by a software bug that resulted
in the alarm system’s failure.
1
1.2 Techniques for Improving Debugging and System Reliability.
In debugging, in order to isolate the cause of an error, we often have to re-execute the program
multiple times using breakpoints and watchpoints, a process that is extremely time-consuming for
long-running applications. To accelerate the debugging process, bidirectional debugging [12] has
been proposed. Bidirectional debugging creates for the programmer the illusion of executing the
program seamlessly in either direction (forward or in reverse). This functionality avoids multiple
re-executions and thus allows the programmer to more rapidly isolate the cause of the program error.
The illusion of reverse execution is created with a combination of application state checkpointing,
which can restore the program to a past point in time, and deterministic replay. A checkpoint is
a copy of the whole system state (e.g processor registers and program memory) at a given point
in time. The key parameter that affects the interactivity of reverse execution, and effectively its
usability, is the frequency of checkpointing. More frequent checkpoints result in the application
spending less time in deterministic-replay in order to restore the system to the desired point in time.
For reliability, once an error has been detected, the system has to recover and resume execution.
A simplistic recovery approach would be to restart the executing program from the beginning, a
solution that would have high cost, especially for long-running applications (e.g. weeks-long pro-
tein folding, drug interaction, nuclear explosion, etc. simulations). Restarting the program is not
enough to guarantee completion of the execution, especially for cases where the error frequency is
high. To improve the availability of the system, a common recovery approach is backwards error
recovery, which relies on checkpointing. When an error gets detected, the program is restored to
the most recent undamaged checkpoint and resumes execution from there, instead of re-executing
the program from the beginning. Like reverse execution, in error recovery frequent checkpointing
reduces the amount of time the application will have to waste recomputing the lost state, and thus
improves the availability and the efficiency of the system.
1.3 Overview
Even though frequent checkpointing could deliver the desired reverse-execution interactivity and
system availability results, it is generally associated with high performance and storage overheads.
Such prohibitive overheads render bidirectional debugging a rarely used and not widely applied
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debugging technique. Moreover, because of the expected increasing error rates [83] and the limita-
tions of the current I/O infrastructure, the increased checkpointing requirements of future systems
are expected to limit their scalability [61].
This dissertation proposes a number of different hardware accelerators for application and sys-
tem memory checkpointing, with applications in reverse execution and system reliability. The sys-
tem/application memory typically represents the biggest fraction of the state which needs to be
checkpointed. All hardware accelerators which I propose aim to reduce both the performance and
memory overheads, and construct memory checkpoints very often. The rest of this dissertation is
organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the existing system and application checkpointing tech-
niques.
Chapter 3 describes HARE and Euripus, two hardware assisted checkpointing mechanisms
which aim to accelerate and reduce the performance and memory costs of bidirectional debugging.
HARE and Euripus employ different mechanisms for keeping track of the modified memory and
create different types of checkpoints. The primary goal of both techniques is to reduce the memory
footprint of bidirectional debugging by enabling the consolidation of checkpoints. For this reason
HARE creates redo-log checkpoints, which can be created to be ordered by address and thus effi-
ciently consolidated, contrary to previous checkpointing techniques [68, 94] which use unordered
undo-logs. In contrast of HARE, Euripus creates undo-log checkpoints, but uses a trie as its meta-
data data-structure for the checkpoints, instead of the commonly used list-of-addresses. This trie can
be efficiently traversed in address-order which enables Euripus to consolidate the undo-log check-
points. Euripus’s meta-data data-structure also allows it to store and search for other information
efficiently, enabling the mechanism to construct both types of checkpoints (undo and redo-log) si-
multaneously for limited additional cost. To accomplish this, Euripus exploits a number of synergies
that develop when both types of checkpoints are being created. Moreover, Euripus’s functionality
is extended to track additional application information which can further accelerate bidirectional
debugging. The different design decisions of the two techniques affect the hardware cost, perfor-
mance/memory overheads, reverse-execution latency, as well as the additional functionality that
each technique can support.
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Chapter 4 discusses the Kyma hardware checkpoint accelerator, which approaches the problem
of checkpointing from the perspective of reliability. Kyma is structurally similar to the Euripus
accelerator, but has been adapted to the characteristics of checkpointing used in system reliability.
In reliability, the goal is to improve the availability of the system by reducing its down-time. The
down-time of a system consists of the time to restore the system state to the last checkpoint and
the time to re-execute to the point of failure, and frequent checkpointing is required to minimize
the re-execution time. At the same time, multiple and different types of checkpoints have to be
maintained in order to enable the recovery from different types of errors (transient or permanent),
as well as allow recovery from errors that escape early detection and corrupt the state of a number
of checkpoints. For these reasons, Kyma creates both undo-log checkpoints at high frequencies
(e.g. 10msec), for quick recovery from transient errors, and redo-log checkpoints less frequently
(e.g. every 1sec), for recovery from permanent errors or errors that undo-log checkpoints cannot
be used to recover from. When both types of checkpoints are being created, the potential overhead
practically doubles and two memory tracking mechanisms are necessary. To reduce the performance
cost, similarly to Euripus, Kyma takes advantage of the synergies of undo and redo-log checkpoints.
This allows Kyma to eliminate the modification-tracking mechanism for creating redo-log check-
points, as well as to reduce the overall memory bandwidth requirements and performance overhead.
To represent the checkpoint meta-data, Kyma uses a data-structure similar to the one that Euripus
maintains during checkpoint construction. Kyma also exploits checkpoint consolidation in order to
create checkpoints at lower frequencies (e.g. 1 minute and 1 hour) at no additional memory copying
cost. Those multiple levels of checkpoints allow the system to recover a lot more quickly by ex-
ploiting the frequent checkpoints and being able to fall-back to an older checkpoint when the system
cannot recover the error using the latest checkpoint. Kyma also leverages fast non-volatile memory
(e.g. PCM) to store frequently created checkpoints, thus overcoming the bandwidth limitations of
other permanent storage solutions.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this work.
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1.4 Scope of this Dissertation
The main goal of my work is to demonstrate to the reader that specialized hardware accelerators,
designed for constructing memory checkpoints, can efficiently reduce the performance overheads of
software techniques and retain the benefits of software solutions, e.g. ability to consolidate check-
points. The proposed solutions are evaluated through simulations that demonstrate the performance
benefits, and analytical models have been used to show the impact of the proposed techniques in
the reverse-execution latency that the user will experience during bidirectional debugging (HARE,
Euripus) and the availability of the system (Kyma). The evaluation results demonstrate that through
careful design the proposed accelerators provide the benefits of both hardware (low performance
overhead) and software (low memory requirements) techniques.
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CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF MEMORY CHECKPOINTING TECHNIQUES
2.1 Introduction to Checkpointing and Logging
This chapter presents an overview of checkpointing and logging techniques and how they are typ-
ically implemented. Checkpointing and logging have been studied across multiple fields. Their
purpose is to record the modifications of the system over-time, with the intent to restore the system
to a past point in time if needed.
A checkpoint is a consistent snapshot of the full state of the system (or an application) at a
given point in time t. To create such a snapshot, the system pauses execution (to prevent any further
modifications), copies all its state to a secondary location, and then resumes execution. To restore
the system to a specific point in time (t), the snapshot taken at time t is copied back to the system’s
state.
Logging has a similar purpose to checkpointing, and is often used synonymously. However we
can make a distinction: logging records the modifications of the state of a system over-time, e.g. as
a set of records of the form <state id,value>. The state id can be, for example, an address, if the
system is tracking modifications to memory, while the value can be either the old or the new value
of the modified memory location. Based on the value recorded, old or new, the log can be used to
“move” the system’s state either to a past or to a future point in time.
Given these descriptions of checkpointing and logging, checkpointing appears to have higher
performance overheads than logging, especially when performed frequently. Checkpointing typi-
cally needs the execution of the system to be paused for the checkpoint to be constructed, while log-
ging records the modifications as they occur, with a less drastic impact on the system’s/application’s
execution. To improve the performance of checkpointing, several techniques have been proposed
that construct checkpoints incrementally, by checkpointing only the state of the system that has been
modified during a checkpointing interval, and not the full state. Such an incremental checkpoint is


































Figure 1: Example of undo and redo-log checkpoints
the terms checkpointing and logging have few differences, and in the rest of this thesis I am going to
use these two terms interchangeably to denote a mechanism that records the set of changes needed
to “move” the system’s state to a specific point in time.
Checkpoints/logs can have three typical forms: First, there is the full checkpoint, which corre-
sponds to the original definition of checkpointing: it saves the full state of the system as it was at the
time when the checkpoint was created. Such a checkpoint is expensive, so it is typically created in
order to establish a common starting point for incremental checkpoints. Second, a redo-log check-
point (Figure 1) is an incremental checkpoint/log that records the latest values of the modified state
of the system at the end of the checkpointing interval at time T+1. A redo-log checkpoint cannot
by itself restore the system to time T+1, because it does not contain the full state of the system.
Instead, a redo-log alone can only move the state of the system forward in time, from T to T+1. To
restore the system to time T+1 from another point in time (not T) using redo-log checkpoints, the
process has to start with a full checkpoint, and then apply all subsequent redo-log checkpoints in
chronological order until time T+1. Finally, an undo-log checkpoint (Figure 1) records the oldest
values of the modified state of the system during the checkpointing interval. Recording the oldest
value during an interval allows the undo-log checkpoints to roll-back the system state from the end
of the current interval (time T+1) to the beginning (time T). Undo log checkpoints can be used
to restore the system to a more distant past state, e.g. to time T-3, by applying them in reverse
chronological order. Like redo-log checkpoints, undo-log checkpoints also do not contain the full
state of the system, so they require a valid state of the system as a starting point, but this starting
point should be more recent than the “target” point. For this purpose, undo-logs can use the current
state of the system, if it is consistent and undamaged. This gives them a significant advantage if the
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“target” state is in the recent past relative to the current state of the system., e.g. when performing a
rollback in case of an error or for reverse execution.
There are cases though, that the point in time t we want to restore the system/application to
does not correspond to an existing checkpoint. In such a case the system is restored to the closest
checkpoint in the past from time t, and the system re-executes until it reaches time t. The ability
to restore the application to practically any point in time with the help of checkpoints has multiple
applications. This dissertation focuses on two such applications of checkpointing: error recovery
(reliability) and bidirectional debugging. In error recovery, after an error is identified, checkpoints
are used to recover the system to a past error-free state. In bidirectional debugging, checkpoints are
used to restore the system to a past or a future state, allowing the user to move to any point in time
in the application’s execution, and inspect how the program’s values change over time.
2.2 Checkpoint Implementations
A checkpointing mechanism can be implemented with the assistance of the application, library,
operating system, virtual machine, a dedicated hardware mechanism, or by some combination of
these (e.g. hardware-assisted OS-based checkpointing). it should be noted that checkpoints at
different levels of the HW/SW stack capture a different part of the system state and, if used alone,
can be used only for recovering that specific subset of the system state.
Application Level: Checkpoints can be created at the application level through explicit applica-
tion code [30, 52], with the assistance of compiler instrumentation [6, 15, 16], or with the help of
a checkpointing library [17, 63–65]. In application-driven checkpointing [30, 52], the application
periodically pauses computation and stores (e.g. to a file) any intermediate results it has generated.
In case of a crash, the application can resume execution using the last saved data. Compiler-assisted
checkpointing [6,15,16] relies on compiler instrumentation for creating checkpoints at intervals that
minimize the overall checkpointed memory state [6], and enforces the consistency of checkpoints in
multi-threaded applications [15,16] with the help of the underlying run-time system. Library check-
pointers [17, 63–65] attach to the application’s code and keep track of the application’s modified
memory. A typical implementation [63] uses memory protection to identify the modified memory
and create incremental undo-log checkpoints using the “copy-on-write” functionality provided to
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the library by the underlying OS.
Operating System Level: Creating application checkpoints at the operating system level [95] relies
on existing operating system mechanisms for keeping track the application’s memory modifications.
For example, to support bidirectional debugging, Flashback [95] establishes checkpoints of the
executing application by creating “shadow clones” of the application using OS functionality similar
to the “fork” system call. The “fork” system call creates a copy of the original application, and uses
memory protection to copy, in a lazy fashion, the modified memory locations. Every “fork” creates
a new checkpoint of the application that the debugger can use to recover the application to.
Virtual Machine Level: Checkpointing implemented using virtual machine functionality [23, 24,
80, 104] aims to provide reliability or bidirectional debugging functionality for the whole guest
operating system. Similarly to how libraries or the kernel monitors the application’s modifications,
the virtual machine keeps track of the modified memory state and creates memory checkpoints,
and also records any communication of the VM with the external environment. For the purpose of
reliability, the state of the checkpointed VM can be replicated on another system [104], allowing
non-interrupted operation if the original system experiences an error.
Hardware Level: Checkpointing at the hardware level [1, 36, 54, 68, 94] allows recovery of the
whole system state, not just of a specific application or VM. Hardware assisted checkpointing gen-
erally incurs lower overheads comparing to checkpointing at higher levels of the system, and can
create checkpoints more frequently. The performance advantage is due to the buffering and de-
layed copying, which enable hardware techniques [1, 68, 94] to efficiently create checkpoints in the
background, without stopping the application’s execution. Moreover, the finer tracking granularity,
of blocks instead of pages, that hardware uses to track memory modifications, allows hardware to
identify more precisely the modified memory locations, and avoid copying non-modified memory
that a coarser tracking granularity might checkpoint. These optimizations dramatically reduce the
performance overhead of hardware techniques.
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2.3 Checkpoint Storage
Checkpoints and logs need to be stored in a location separate from the system’s working data. When
the checkpoints are used for recovering the system from errors, the storage medium used should have
higher resiliency to errors than the part of the system that suffers the error. Checkpoints are typically
stored in non-volatile memory, such as hard-disks [30], to survive power failures. Because check-
pointed data are rarely accessed, access latency is not a primary concern. However, checkpointing
can require non-negligible throughput. Disks for example, may provide limited bandwidth, in-
creasing the construction time of checkpoints. For this reason massively parallel processing (MPP)
systems, such as Blue Gene, use high bandwidth I/O subsystems [114]. In the future I/O bandwidth
is expected to increase at a lower rate than the processor’s computing power. This asymmetry in the
system, if not solved, could cause future systems to spend more than 50% of the execution time in
checkpointing [61].
To reduce the performance cost of checkpoint storage, some checkpointing techniques store
checkpoints in memory [52, 65, 66, 68, 94]. This reduces the resiliency of the system to memory
errors (e.g. a bit flip because of an alpha particle) and or power failures. To overcome this limitation
in systems with multiple nodes, checkpoints are stored across multiple nodes using memory redun-
dancy, e.g. N+1 memory parity or other error correcting codes [52, 65]. If a node of the system
fails and there is a spare node, then the original memory state of the failed node can be recon-
structed using the redundant memory information distributed across the other nodes of the system.
Memory-cached checkpoints have lower performance cost than the ones stored on a hard-disk, and
can significantly improve the performance of the system. Another proposed memory-based stor-
age solution is to leverage future non-volatile memory technologies such as Phase Change Memory
(PCM). Dong et al. [22] have demonstrated that the use of such memory technologies can overcome
the limitations of checkpointing in future MPP systems.
Another approach to checkpoint storage is multi-level checkpointing [31,52,92,101,102], which
creates different types of checkpoints, one cached on the nodes of the computing system in memory,
and another one stored in disks. This approach allowed systems like the one proposed by Moody










Figure 2: Examples of consistent and inconsistent checkpoints.
created frequently enough, satisfying the checkpointing requirements of future MPP systems, while
checkpoints stored on disks can be constructed at a rate that the I/O subsystem can sustain, allowing
the system to recover from errors that memory-based checkpoints cannot recover from, e.g. total
power failures.
2.4 Checkpointing of Multi-Processor Systems
Checkpointing faces another challenge in a system that has multiple computing elements, such as
a distributed system, a multi-processor system, or a multi-threaded application. The challenge is
how to create consistent checkpoints, especially when the processing elements of such systems
communicate, e.g. through shared memory. Figure 2 shows two cores communicating through
shared memory and examples of consistent and inconsistent checkpoints. The first and the second
checkpoints (CP1 and CP2 respectively) are consistent checkpoints because, if the system is restored
using from CP1 or CP2, the consumers of variables X and Y will not observe the modifications
before they actually happen. On the other hand, the third checkpoint will not restore the system to
a consistent state, because the second core will have an updated value of variable Z before the first
core has actually performed the write.
Consistent checkpoints can be constructed using three methods:
Global: In global checkpointing [36, 47, 54, 55, 65, 66, 68, 94], all processors of the system peri-
odically synchronize to create a single global checkpoint. The synchronization is typically imple-
mented with the help of a two-phase commit protocol [91].
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Coordinated: In coordinated checkpoints [1, 2, 4, 5, 66, 109], each processor creates checkpoints
locally, while the system keeps track of the communication between the processors. When pro-
cessor A decides to checkpoint, all other processors which have consumed values from A have to
checkpoint as well. This approach creates a consistent checkpoint similar to checkpoints CP1 and
CP2 in Figure 2.
Uncoordinated: In uncoordinated checkpointing [25,26,97,98], individual processors are also cre-
ating local checkpoints, but unlike coordinated checkpoints not all processors which have communi-
cated are forced to create a checkpoint together. Interactions between processors are still recorded,
similar to coordinated checkpointing, and this information is used only at recovery time. When
processor A rolls back to a past state, all processors who consumed values from A are forced to
roll-back as well. The advantage of this approach is that it eliminates the synchronization cost dur-
ing checkpointing. The disadvantage is that, it is possible under some scenarios that the roll-backs
might extend to the beginning of the computation, causing the system to start computation from the
beginning, a phenomenon also known as domino effect [72].
2.5 Summary
This chapter presented an overview of the different checkpointing techniques and how they can be
implemented at different levels of the system. It also highlighted the performance issues that have
to be taken into consideration when creating checkpoints, and also the challenges that appear when
designing checkpointing solutions for multi-processing systems. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss how these




Debugging is an important and costly part of software development. It has been estimated [39] that
debugging accounts for 60%–70% of the development effort and 80% of project overruns. It has also
been estimated that in the early stages of development bugs cost an order of magnitude (50 to 200
times) [11] less to fix than in later stages. Much of the debugging time and effort is spent on back-
tracking from the point where an error is manifested (e.g. the program crashes) to the point where
the problem originated (e.g. an incorrect value was computed). Typical back-tracking consists of
finding the variable directly responsible for error manifestation, finding where that variable was last
modified, checking if that modification is a direct result of incorrect computation, and repeating this
process if the modification simply propagates another incorrect value.
An example of buggy execution is shown in Figure 3(A), where a zero value in variable X causes
the program to crash, e.g. with a divide-by-zero exception. Traditional back-tracking (Figure 3(B))
would involve placing a write watchpoint on X, re-running the program, inspecting the state of the
program each time the watchpoint is triggered, and eventually finding the statement that placed the
problematic value (zero) into X. In our example, this statement is simply “X=Y” so another back-
tracking step (with a write watchpoint on Y) is needed to find where Y became zero. In this example,
the buggy code is the one that sets Y to zero, so back-tracking ends there and the programmer can
start figuring out how to fix that code.
This traditional approach to back-tracking is both time-consuming and labor-intensive; multiple
re-executions of the program may be needed (one for each back-tracking step), often with numerous
programmer interactions in each re-execution (to inspect state whenever watchpoints are triggered).
bidirectional debugging [12, 27, 80, 112] (also called reverse-debugging) has been proposed as a
powerful technique to reduce both time and effort needed for back-tracking. In addition to (tradi-
tional) forward execution, bidirectional debugging aids back-tracking by also providing backward
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(A) Execution Timeline Bug Manifested(e.g. crash because X is 0)X=3 X=YBug  originated(e.g. Y becomes 0)X=5X=0X=1X=2 Y=2Y=-3(B) Traditional Back-TrackingX=3 X=YX=5X=0X=1X=2Watchpoint triggered for XY=0Watchpoint triggered for YY=2Y=-3 Step 1Step 2
(C) Reverse-Execution Back-TrackingX=YWatchpointtriggered for XY=0Watchpointtriggered for Y
Figure 3: Debugging example with back-tracking.
(reverse) execution. As shown in Figure 3(C), reverse-execution saves back-tracking time and ef-
fort. It saves time by only going through past execution once (not once per back-tracking step). It
also saves effort, by involving the programmer only once in each back-tracking step (to inspect code
that writes the watched variable).
True reverse-execution is not supported in real processors and systems, so the appearance of
reverse-execution is typically implemented using checkpointing and deterministic replay, as shown
in Figure 4. Checkpoints are created periodically during forward execution (Figure 4(A)). For
reverse-execution (Figure 4(B)), a prior checkpoint is restored, re-execution finds the latest occur-
rence of a watchpoint, the checkpoint is restored again, and in another re-execution we stop where
the latest watchpoint was found. As shown in Figure 4(C), the most recent checkpoint interval may
have no watchpoint occurrences. In this case, increasingly older checkpoint intervals are replayed
until a watchpoint occurrence is found.
From the user’s perspective, this checkpoint/replay implementation of reverse-execution is in-
distinguishable from “real” reverse execution if it has similar “speed” and “reach”1 as forward
execution. For “speed”, the time needed to reverse some execution should be similar to the time
that was needed to forward-execute it. For “reach”, we should be able to reverse-execute from any
point all the way to the start of the program, just like we can forward-execute all the way to the end.
1Reverse-execution, its “speed”, and its “reach” refer to what the user (of the debugger) perceives during bidirectional
debugging.
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(A) Execution TimelineCurrent Program StateX=3 X=YX=5X=0X=1X=2Checkpoints
DesiredProgram StateFind latestwrite to XGo to latestwrite to X
(B) Reverse Execution Timelinewith a write watchpoint on XZ=-3 DesiredProgram State
Look for latest writeto Z (none found)
Go to latestwrite to Z
(C) Reverse Execution Timelinewith a write watchpoint on ZCurrent Program StateCurrent Program State1:2:
1:2:3:4: Found awrite to Z5:
Figure 4: Reverse-execution via checkpoint/replay.
Disproportionally long reverse-execution times and/or inability to reverse-execute far enough into
the past are likely to frustrate programmers and cause them to revert to “traditional” debugging ap-
proaches. Ability to reverse long periods of execution is also needed for analysis of security attacks
that may deliberately exploit bugs with long dormancy periods.
Unfortunately, “speed” and “reach” create conflicting demands for checkpointing frequency:
“speed” needs frequent checkpointing so short periods of execution can be reversed quickly, but
for “reach” checkpoints should be created rarely to retain a lot of checkpoints without running
out of space. To achieve both goals, some software-only tools create checkpoints frequently (for
short-term “speed” of reverse-execution) and then consolidate [12] them as they age (to conserve
space over the long term). Unfortunately, software-only checkpointing approaches for reverse-
execution [12,23,24,27,63,79,80,95,112] have large performance overheads (when checkpointing
often enough for good “speed” of reverse-execution), and they cannot efficiently record memory
races for deterministic replay of multi-core execution.
Hardware support has been proposed as a way to minimize performance overheads of check-
pointing for error recovery [60, 68, 110] and, in combination with deterministic replay, for debug-
ging [60, 69, 110]. Performance overheads are reduced mostly 1) by saving checkpoint data in the
background and on-demand, as application execution modifies memory content, and 2) by tracking
race outcomes in hardware. In recent years, memory space needed to record race outcomes has
been reduced by multiple orders of magnitude [32, 51, 59, 111]. However, the total memory used
for checkpoint storage is dominated by saving modified data blocks (Data Log in Figure 5), where
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hardware schemes could only reduce space consumption (typically by a factor of 2 to 3) using com-
pression of individual checkpoints. In contrast, consolidation would result in orders-of-magnitude
space reduction for data logs. Unfortunately, checkpoints produced by existing hardware schemes
are not amenable to efficient consolidation because 1) consolidation of two checkpoints relies on
finding and eliminating duplicate data blocks (those saved in both original checkpoints), which re-
quires checkpoints to be sorted (or at least searchable) by data address, whereas 2) existing hardware
schemes save data blocks on-demand, thus data blocks in each checkpoint are ordered by time of
modification (or use), not by data address. As a result, these schemes must sacrifice space (by giving
up on consolidation) or performance (by sorting checkpoints after they are created).
This chapter presents two hardware memory-checkpoint accelerators: HARE (Hardware-Assisted
Reverse Execution) and Euripus. Both are low-cost hardware solutions which provide efficient
checkpointing and enable consolidation. The two techniques follow different approaches regarding
the type of checkpoints they create. I study the effects that this design decision has on the hardware
requirements, the performance and checkpoint storage overheads, and the reverse-execution latency
that each technique can achieve. I also propose techniques that leverage the additional functionality
provided by the hardware in order to further accelerate reverse-execution. Overall, both techniques
incur minimal performance overheads at high checkpointing frequencies, they reduce the memory
requirements of long-running applications by more than an order of magnitude by using checkpoint
consolidation, and they provide reverse-execution times similar to forward execution times for the
same number of instructions.
The rest of this chapter reviews bidirectional debugging (Section 3.1), describes the HARE
(Section 3.2) and Euripus (Section 3.4) techniques and their implementation details (Section 3.3 and
Section 3.5 respectively), and finally presents a quantitative evaluation (Section 3.6) and conclusions
(Section 3.7).
3.1 A Review of Bidirectional Debugging
In addition to commands for executing the application forward (step, continue, etc.), a bidirec-
tional debugger also provides commands for reverse-execution (rstep, rcontinue, etc.). As described,
reverse-execution is typically implemented by restoring a checkpoint and then forward-executing to
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the desired point, using the number of executed instructions to define “position” in the execution
time-line. For example, if N instructions have been executed since the last checkpoint, a rstepi
command (undo one instruction) causes the debugger to restore the last checkpoint and re-execute
N-1 instructions. In some cases, the desired point is unknown a priori. A typical example (shown
in Figure 4), is when the user (of the debugger) sets a write watchpoint on some variable and then
uses a rcontinue command (reverse-execute until watchpoint is triggered). The desired point in
this case is the most recent write to the watched variable(s). The example in Figure 4(B) shows a
situation where the watchpoint is triggered while replaying (phase 1) the most recent checkpoint
interval. In this phase, replay continues to find if an even more recent write exists in that check-
point interval. Once the instruction count for the last write is ascertained, another replay of the
same checkpoint interval (phase 2) is used to reach that point. Alternatively, the debugger creates
temporary checkpoints as it finds each write in phase 1, then phase 2 consists of simply restoring
the most recent temporary checkpoint. If the watchpoint is not triggered while replaying the most
recent checkpoint interval (Figure 4(C)), the debugger replays progressively older intervals until it
finds one where the watchpoint is triggered.
Assuming that checkpoints can be restored as quickly as they can be created, and assuming
that replay is as quick as original forward execution, the time needed for reverse-execution will be
equal to the time that was needed for the same execution in the forward direction, plus the time
to restore and replay the rest of the target checkpoint interval (once if no temporary checkpoints
are created, twice otherwise). Therefore, the “speed” of reverse and forward execution will be
similar if the target checkpoint interval is relatively short compared to the amount of execution being
reversed. For small amounts of reverse-execution, e.g. reverse-executing only a few instructions,
recent checkpoint intervals must be very short (so their replay appears instantaneous), thus leading
to very frequent checkpointing (at least several times per second). On the other hand, long-range
reverse-execution achieves good “speed” even with longer checkpoint intervals.
Frequent checkpointing that can provide good “speed” for small amounts of reverse-execution
leads, over long periods of execution, to huge space overheads. To illustrate this, Figure 5 shows,
for 8-threaded execution of PARSEC 2.0 benchmarks, the rate (in GBytes/minute) at which space
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Figure 5: Space used for frequent checkpointing.
(by all threads, resulting in 10-30 checkpoints per second) without using consolidation. We see
that facesim, fluidanimate, freqmine, and x264 consume more than 10 GBytes per minute, so good
“reach” of reverse-execution would be infeasible for long-running applications (e.g. hours of exe-
cution time) with similar memory access patterns.
The checkpointing space requirements in Figure 5 are broken down into checkpointed data (Data
Log), system event logs for deterministic replay (Syscall Log), and race logs for deterministic replay
of multi-threaded execution (Race Log). Data Log and Race Log sizes are obtained by modeling the
approach used in FDR [110], but without using compression (which typically can only reduce these
space requirements by a factor of 2 to 3). We observe that Data Log (checkpoints themselves) is the
dominant component (by far). This may seem to contradict recent research in deterministic replay,
which focuses almost exclusively on reducing Race Log sizes [32, 51, 59, 111], especially knowing
that PARSEC is not as I/O intensive as commercial workloads used to evaluate work that focused
on recording races and non-deterministic system events (such as I/O) [79,95,110]. However, results
presented for commercial workloads by Xu et al. [110] lead to similar conclusions (data logs are the
dominant component).
As described previously, frequently taken checkpoints are only needed to achieve good “speed”
for reversing small amounts of execution, and long-range reverse-execution can achieve good “speed”
using checkpoints that are further apart from each other. Some software schemes for bidirectional
debugging [12] build on this insight by using checkpoint consolidation to dramatically reduce the to-
tal space consumed by checkpoints, while retaining good “speed” for short-range reverse-execution.
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With consolidation, incremental checkpoints are created often, for “speed” of short-term reverse-
execution, but are then merged as they age into progressively coarser-grained checkpoints to reduce
space requirements while still supporting good “speed” of long-term reverse-execution.
A consolidated checkpoint is the union of its input checkpoints, but without duplicates (data
blocks present in both input checkpoints). To efficiently find duplicates during consolidation, check-
points must be searchable by data address or, preferably, arranged by address so a single merging
pass can eliminate all duplicates. This is relatively easy to achieve in software schemes, which can
use sophisticated data structures (e.g. search trees) to facilitate checks for duplicates. Additionally,
many such schemes identify changes at page granularity [12,27,63,80,95], so there are fewer saved
records to search or sort than in schemes with finer (e.g. cache block or even word) granularity.
In contrast, hardware checkpointing schemes [60, 68, 94, 110] dramatically reduce performance
overheads of checkpointing by saving data on-demand (without stopping the application) and at finer
(typically cache-block) granularity. Sophisticated data structures would result in increased costs, so
these schemes simply write out data blocks to a contiguous log in memory as each block is modi-
fied (in BugNet [60], when modified data is used for the first time). This results in checkpoint logs
with many fine-grain entries that are not sorted by address. Unfortunately, this prevents efficient
consolidation: these logs cannot be searched for duplicates efficiently, and sorting them is either
time-consuming (if sorting in software) or requires expensive sorting hardware. It should be noted
that some hardware solutions [60,94] compress checkpoints, which typically reduces space require-
ments by a factor of 2 to 3. In contrast, as will be shown in Section 3.6.6, if efficient consolidation
could be supported it would provide orders-of-magnitude reduction is total space requirements.
3.2 HARE: Hardware Assisted Reverse Execution
As explained in Section 3.1, to support efficient consolidation we must either 1) sort checkpoints
by address after they are created, 2) create checkpoints that are already sorted by address, or 3)
use meta-data structures that can be efficiently traversed in order of addresses. Sorting is time-
consuming if done in software, and expensive if done in hardware. In HARE, I investigate the
second option, i.e. a mechanism that can create already-sorted checkpoints by address.
To efficiently create such a checkpoint, one must 1) know which blocks will be saved before we
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Checkpoint CWR XWR YWR XWR ZWR YCheckpoint C+1
(C) Redo Logging Activity(B) Undo Log Activity(A) Execution Timeline Mark X as modifiedMark Y as modifiedNo action (X already marked)Mark Z as modifiedNo action (Y already marked)Save X, Y, and Z into  redo log for C+1Save old X, Mark X as SavedSave old Y, Mark Y as SavedNo action (X already saved)Save old Z, Mark Z as SavedNo action (Y already saved)Start new undo log for C+1
Figure 6: Checkpointing with undo and with redo logs.
actually save any of them, and at that time 2) efficiently discover these modified blocks in order of
address and save them without stopping the execution of the application. The undo-log approach
used in prior hardware schemes [68, 94] is incompatible with the first requirement. Figure 6(A)
shows an example execution and Figure 6(B) shows the corresponding undo log activity, which
saves each old data value just before it is overwritten for the first time in this checkpoint interval.
Because data is actually saved during the checkpoint interval, the next checkpoint (Checkpoint C+1)
is “created” by simply marking the position in the undo log (or by starting a new log). To restore
a prior checkpoint, one would simply restore to memory all values saved since that checkpoint,
starting with most recent log entries. However, the entire set of modified blocks is known only at
the end of the checkpoint interval – after data from all these blocks is already read out from memory
and saved to the log. To produce a sorted checkpoint, considerable on-chip resources would be
needed to buffer these blocks (or at least records that contain pointers to saved blocks), as well as
expensive hardware to sort these records by address before they can be written out as a sorted undo
log. Note that BugNet [60] does not use undo logs, but its logs are sorted by time of first read and
thus suffer from similar limitations when it comes to consolidation.
Due to these considerations, for the HARE scheme I forgo undo-log and loaded-value-log ap-
proaches, and use redo logs instead. Redo-logging for the execution example in Figure 6(A) is
shown in Figure 6(C). A redo-log contains new values for modified data, recorded at the end of the
checkpoint interval when the set of blocks that must be saved is known and can be written to the
log in order of original address. However, redo-logs present two main challenges that should be
addressed. First, it is needed to track blocks that are modified during the checkpoint interval and
efficiently save these modified blocks (in order of data address) when actually creating the check-
point. Second, redo-logs can directly support a roll-forward from older to newer checkpoints, not
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Virtual Address Base Address ofPer-Block Bits Per-Block“Modified”Bits(in memory)Page OffsetInner Page #Outer Page #Page TableRoot Address
Figure 7: Modification tracking bits (shown in gray).
roll-back from newer to older checkpoints that is needed to provide reverse-execution.
The rest of this section describes HARE’s modification-tracking approach, our checkpoint cre-
ation approach, how to roll back to past checkpoints created by HARE, how redo logs can be
efficiently consolidated, and how logs are organized to reduce memory bandwidth needed for con-
solidation.
3.2.1 Memory Modification Tracking
Creation of checkpoint C+1 involves saving new values of all blocks that were modified between
checkpoint C and checkpoint C+1. To track which blocks were modified, HARE uses a packed
bit-array with a “modified” flag (bit) for each memory block in the application’s address space, and
keeps, looks-up, and updates these per-block bits using a MemTracker-like approach [103].
When creating a checkpoint, a linear search of this bit-array can discover modified blocks in
order of their (virtual) address. However, checkpoints will be created often, so only a small fraction
of blocks in the entire address space is modified, and blocks that are modified tend to be clustered
(because of spatial locality of writes in the application). This means that a linear search of the bit-
array would be time-consuming, with most of that time spent scanning through bits that correspond
to unmodified blocks.
To improve efficiency of the search for modified blocks, HARE also marks modifications in
page tables and TLBs by using an additional dirty bit in each page table (and TLB) entry. Figure 7
shows an example with hierarchical page tables (a page table with only two levels is shown for
clarity). When creating a checkpoint, modified pages can be found by identifying modified entries
in outer levels, descending towards inner levels for such entries, and eventually searching only the
parts of the bit-array that correspond to pages marked as modified. HARE clears “modified” bits
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in page table entries and the bit-array as it discovers them and saves the blocks they indicate, so
when a checkpoint is created the same bits can be used to track modified blocks for the next one.
Overall, for each modified page at most one page table node at each level is examined (e.g. 4 nodes
for 4-level page tables) and tens of bits in the bit-array (e.g. 64 bits for 4kB page size and 64-byte
blocks). Since each modified page contains at least one modified data block that must be copied
to the checkpoint, the scan for modified blocks represents only a small fraction (<2%) of the total
time and memory bandwidth used for checkpointing.
To simplify HARE’s hardware support, it uses a software handler to discover modified pages
and create a list of such pages. The hardware checkpointing support then reads this list, scans
corresponding parts of the bit-array, and saves discovered blocks to the checkpoint’s data log. Note
that, as an alternative to using additional page table bits and the bit-vector array, the modification
tracking could also be implemented with a single hierarchical meta-data structure, e.g. HARE can
use a trie structure from Mondrian Memory Protection [108] with “modified” bits at each level to
quickly zero in on modified blocks. The choice of the specific mechanism to track modified blocks
is largely orthogonal to the design of our checkpointing and consolidation support, the use of such
a data-structure is demonstrated in Euripus (Section 3.4)
3.2.2 Checkpoint Creation
To create a checkpoint, HARE scans the modification-tracking state, finds modified blocks, and
saves them to the redo log. In a naive implementation of this approach, the execution cannot con-
tinue until the checkpoint completed, as modification tracking for the next checkpoint can interfere
with the creation of the current one, and new execution could modify data blocks again before they
are saved.
HARE distinguishes between modification marks from the previous and the current checkpoint
interval by using two separate modification bits for each block and page table entry. During a
particular checkpoint interval, one set of bits is used to track modifications for the next checkpoint,
while the other is being scanned and cleared as blocks modified in the previous checkpoint interval
are saved. The roles of the two sets of bits are reversed at each checkpoint. In the unlikely case that
a checkpoint interval ends while the previous is still being saved, the processor stalls. Such stalls
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are not observed in any of my experiments – even with very short checkpoint intervals, checkpoint
creation completes well before it is time to create the next checkpoint.
To prevent overwrites in the new checkpoint interval from destroying yet-to-be-saved values
from the previous one, for each write generated by the processor HARE check’s the modification
bit from the previous checkpoint interval. If that bit is still set, the block must be saved before it
is overwritten. A naive solution would be to stall the processor at this point, but such stalls would
occur often2. Instead, when a yet-to-be-saved block is about to be modified again, HARE saves
this block to another log (called collision list), clear its modification bit, and allow the processor’s
write to proceed. This leaves the main data log for the checkpoint completely sorted by address,
but produces an unsorted collision list. Fortunately, our experiments indicate that the collision list
is much smaller than the checkpoint list, so it can be quickly sorted in software when checkpoint
creation is complete.
3.2.3 Checkpoint Consolidation
During consolidation, the checkpoints are organized in levels based on the number of consolidations
that have been performed on a given checkpoint. A new checkpoint is inserted in the lowest level,
level-zero. Two level-N checkpoints are consolidated into a new level-(N+1) checkpoint as soon
as two level-N checkpoints exist and a third is created by establishing a new checkpoint (for level-
zero checkpoints) or through consolidation. This consolidation policy is similar to the one used in
software-only schemes [12], and it provides two key benefits: 1) the total number of checkpoints
and the total size of all checkpoints at any given time is only logarithmically proportional to the total
execution since the beginning of the program, 2) checkpoints at each level of consolidation need to
be consolidated only half as often as the previous level, so consolidation work grows slowly and can
be bounded by saving very old (and heavily consolidated) checkpoints to disk and not consolidating
them further, and 3) the “speed” of forward and of reverse-execution is similar, because replay of
each checkpoint interval takes about half as much time as was needed to forward-execute from the
start of that interval to the “current” point in the execution.
2Blocks with high addresses (e.g. stack) are written often (causing a stall) and checkpointed last, so overlap between
execution and checkpointing activity would be minimal
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To consolidate two (already sorted) checkpoints into a new (also sorted) one, HARE performs a
merging pass that reads the next record from each source checkpoints and compares the addresses
from which the two blocks were copied. If the addresses are the same, only the record from the
oldest source checkpoint is copied to the consolidated checkpoint and the next record from each
source checkpoints is read for the next comparison. If the addresses are different, the record with
the lower address is copied to the consolidated checkpoint, while the one with the higher address is
retained to be compared with the next record from the other source checkpoint. The result of this
merging pass is a consolidated checkpoint that is also sorted by address.
3.2.4 Restoring Checkpointed State
Bidirectional debugging restores past checkpoints in order to provide the effect of reverse-execution.
To recover the application to a specific point in time both types of checkpoints undo or redo-log can
be used. The debugger can apply the undo-log checkpoints in reverse creation order to restore the
application, or redo-logs by applying them in order (starting from a full system checkpoint). The
type of checkpoints to use depends on the expected recovery cost which is analyzed in Section 3.6.7.
HARE creates only redo-log checkpoints, which has to convert to undo-log during reverse-
execution time. Redo-log entries contain the new version of each block that was modified during a
given checkpointing interval, while undo-log need the oldest one. To convert a redo-log checkpoint
C into an undo-log one, for every checkpointed address in C we have to find the value of that
address at the beginning of the checkpointing interval. This value can be found by searching all
previous redo-log checkpoints in reverse order of creation, starting from checkpoint C − 1. The
first occurrence of a checkpointed address will hold the necessary value. This search is far more
efficient than it seems because 1) most blocks are found after looking in only a few (e.g. one or
two) checkpoints because writes tend to exhibit temporal locality, 2) our checkpoints are sorted by
address, so binary search can be used to find if a checkpoint contains a given block, and 3) even the
worst-case search (all the way to the start of execution) is fairly efficient: consolidation dramatically
reduces the total number of checkpoints that are kept at any given time.
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3.2.5 Checkpoint Log Organization
The most straightforward checkpoint organization would be an (address-ordered) sequence of records,
each containing a block of data and its original address. However, such organization would require
saved data to be copied during consolidation. Instead, we separate saved data from its meta-data.
Meta-data for a particular checkpoint is kept as a contiguous array of records, each with the block’s
original address and the pointer to the block’s saved data. The system also uses a special “free list”
meta-data array that points to free blocks in the saved-data-block space. Consolidation now leaves
saved data blocks in place, and only performs a merging pass on the meta-data arrays to create a
consolidated one, while records for duplicates go to the free list to be reused when new checkpoints
are created.
3.3 HARE: Implementation Details
This section describes how HARE can be implemented and how it can be integrated with existing
system and race logging approaches and with the operating system.
3.3.1 Caching Memory Modification Bits
The proposed memory modification tracking allows efficient discovery of modified blocks during
checkpoint creation. However, on each store instruction the processor must look up and possibly
update these structures, so they should be cached for efficiency. The “modified” bits in page table
entries are equivalent to existing “dirty” bits that are used to support virtual memory, so we can ex-
tend existing TLB look-up and update mechanisms [33]. The per-block modification bits are kept in
a packed bit-array format, but can be cached in primary caches by extending the block’s tag array to
also keep its “modified” bits (as shown in Figure 8). This approach was called “Interleaved”caching
by Venkataramani et al. [103] and was rejected as not flexible enough for their MemTracker scheme
(which uses a variable number of bits per word). Since my HARE technique uses only two “modi-
fied” bits per block, it can use this simpler caching approach in L1 caches. For L2 caches, the same
approach used in MemTracker is adopted – each L1 miss fetches the data and its state separately, so
the L2 cache is unmodified and memory blocks that belong to the bit-array are cached normally and
simply compete for L2 cache space. This is not a concern because each block of “modified” bits
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Figure 8: Hardware support for HARE, with added hardware shown as gray.
corresponds to many (e.g. 256 with 64-byte blocks) data blocks. Note, though, that for consistency
issues writes have to be appear to happen atomically to both the data and the meta-data to the rest
of the system. So a write-back from L1 to L2 proceeds only if both the data and the meta-data are
in L2, otherwise it is stalled.
3.3.2 Checkpoint/Consolidation Engine
The bulk of checkpoint creation and consolidation work in my HARE scheme is implemented in
a separate engine, as shown Figure 8. It has a memory interface that is used both to 1) read data
blocks from and save them to memory and 2) to provide memory access for several stream buffers.
Several input and output stream buffers are used to read and write log records, and an additional
stream buffer is used to read the list of modified pages (see Section 3.2.1).
When creating a checkpoint, the engine reads the addresses of modified pages, fetches the corre-
sponding per-block “modified”bits from the bit-array, and finds which blocks are marked as “modi-
fied”. For each such block, it gets the next free-list record, fetches the block from memory and saves
it to the space indicated by the free-list, and adds a new record (with the block’s original address
and the address it was written to) to the checkpoint’s log. To get up-to-date values, e.g. when read-
ing modified data blocks that may still be in the writer’s cache, the HARE engine must participate
in coherence, generating read requests to obtain data blocks (from either memory or caches) and
generating invalidations for memory blocks that are written (logs and clearing of “modified” bits).
When consolidating two checkpoints (as described in Section 3.2.3), the two input stream
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buffers are used to read records from their logs, and output stream buffers are used to write out
the consolidated checkpoint log and to add entries to the free list. However, after a checkpoint is es-
tablished by our scheme, it consists of two sorted logs (already-sorted data log and software-sorted
sorted collision list). To consolidate two such “bifurcated” checkpoints, we can either 1) “consoli-
date” each checkpoint’s data log with its own collision list, then consolidate the two actual check-
points in another merging pass, or 2) extend the HARE engine with two more input stream buffers
and additional logic to handle a four-way merge. In my experiments I use the second approach
(four-way merge) to simplify our software handlers and to achieve more efficient consolidation.
3.3.3 System and Race Logging
The HARE mechanism focuses on creating data checkpoints and efficiently consolidating them. It
can be used together with existing hardware data race recording mechanisms [32, 51, 59, 110, 111]
to allow accurate deterministic forward and backward execution for debugging in multi-core ma-
chines. Similarly, non-deterministic system events must be recorded so they can be accurately
replayed. The type of event and its timing can be captured by the system at the point when control
is transferred (via interrupt, I/O system call, etc.) from the application to the system code. However,
changes made by the system in the application’s address space must also be captured, and it would
be impractical to instrument the operating system to track such changes. Previous hardware im-
plementations [60] capture these modifications by terminating the current checkpoint interval and
establishing a checkpoint just before the system event is executed, processing the event normally,
then establishing a new checkpoint after the event completes.
The HARE mechanism already has two sets of “modified” bits, which allows it to capture
system-event modifications without terminating the current checkpoint in the application. When
the system event (e.g. system call) occurs while one set of bits is clear (the previous checkpoint is
complete), HARE uses that “free” set of bits to track memory modifications while in system code.
When returning to the application, HARE can “checkpoint” only those changes to the system event
log (which also resets these “spare” modification-tracking bits), include them to the overall modified
state of the current checkpointing interval, and then continue tracking changes in the application’s
current checkpoint interval using the original set of “modified” bits.
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If a system event occurs while both sets of “modified” bits are in use (the application’s previous
checkpoint is still being created), the application is simply stalled until that checkpoint is complete,
at which time one set of “modified” bits is free. Note that this stall would have to happen even if a
checkpoint interval was to be ended before the system event – a third set of “modified” bits would
be needed to continue executing while two prior checkpoints are still being created.
Finally, note that, because race and system logs cannot be consolidated, their size grows linearly
as execution proceeds. Data logs, which without consolidation would also grow linearly and repre-
sent most of the overall memory consumption, now grow only logarithmically. Over long periods
of time (e.g. minutes or hours) consolidation-reduced data logs eventually become smaller than the
ever-growing race and system logs, thus putting priority again on improvements in race and system
log recording. In effect, consolidation is necessary to keep data log sizes at bay and allow race and
system log optimizations to have an impact.
3.3.4 OS Interaction
The HARE approach uses Operating System (OS) software handlers to reduce hardware complexity
and ensure correct operation. HARE relies on the OS to determine (typically via timer interrupts)
when to create a new checkpoint. At that time, the OS walks the page tables and builds a list
(actually, a contiguous array) of modified pages. It then modifies control registers to switch to
the other set of modification tracking bits, configures the checkpoint/consolidation engine to start
checkpoint creation, and allows the application to continue. If the engine is still creating a previous
checkpoint, for that application, the application is suspended until that checkpoint is complete. If
the engine is busy doing consolidation, the OS saves the internal state of the engine and starts it
on checkpoint creation (consolidation can be delayed without stalling the application). The engine
generates an interrupt when its current task is complete, at which point the OS checks if another
task (consolidation or checkpointing) should be initiated.
Another OS-related issue arises when swapping out a page that is marked as modified in the
current checkpoint - HARE’s engine will not be able to read the block’s data. If the OS keeps a
sufficiently large free-page pool, we can delay page eviction until the end of the checkpoint interval
(with our frequent checkpointing, this is only a minor delay). For urgent page evictions, modified
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blocks can simply be saved to the conflict list prior to eviction.
3.4 Euripus: Hardware Assisted Reverse Execution Using a Trie
The previous two sections described HARE, a memory checkpointing accelerator which constructs
redo-log checkpoints. HARE’s apparent advantage is the minimal hardware cost, which will be
demonstrated in Section 3.6, but it has two primary shortcomings: first, it requires the conversion
of redo-logs to undo-log checkpoints before reverse execution (which adds to its latency see Sec-
tion 3.6.7); second, it requires frequent software intervention to generate the list of modified pages
and to sort the collision list.
Euripus3 aims to eliminate these shortcomings of HARE, and also further improve reverse-
execution functionality. The goals of Euripus are: 1) reduce the reverse-execution latency, 2) pro-
pose a hardware technique that is self-contained and requires fewer modifications to existing hard-
ware structures, e.g caches, and 3) does not require frequent software intervention. To reduce the
reverse-execution latency, Euripus creates undo-log checkpoints directly, while retaining the origi-
nal memory benefits of checkpoint consolidation. At the same time, Euripus aims to provide similar
functionality to software techniques [80] by constructing both undo and redo-log checkpoints, but
limits the additional performance and memory costs (relative to when undo or redo-logs are con-
structed alone). Finally, Euripus uses more sophisticated data-structures to keep the checkpoint
meta-data, and also stores additional information that will allow to accelerate reverse-execution.
3.4.1 Undo-Log Construction
The primary reason that HARE (Section 3.2) opted for creating redo-log checkpoints over undo-
logs was because redo-log checkpoints can be constructed to be sorted by address (Figure 6), while
the entries of typical undo-log checkpoints are inserted by the order of modification (resulting in
unsorted checkpoints). Consolidation of such undo-log checkpoints would require them to be sorted
first, resulting in high performance overheads.
Euripus takes a different approach: instead of a contiguous log used in HARE, it uses a data
structure that can still be updated at minimal cost but can be traversed in order of addresses. For this
3Euripus is named after the Euripus strait in Chalkis, Greece where the direction of the flow of the water changes














Figure 9: Trie data-structure used by Euripus for representing the undo-log checkpoints.
purpose Euripus uses a trie data-structure (Figure 9). This data structure is a simple extension of the
existing page-table structures used in today’s processors [33] for virtual address translation. I extend
this structure with an additional fifth level4, which will store pointers to the checkpointed data for
every memory block (64 bytes) within a page. The advantages of using this data structure are: it
can easily be indexed by hardware to add a block to the checkpoint (similar to existing page-tables),
and it can be traversed in address-order during consolidation. In contrast a simple list of blocks is
easier to add an entry, but needs sorting prior to consolidation.
3.4.2 Redo-Log Construction
The type of checkpoint necessary for reverse-executing through the programs execution is the undo-
log, because by applying it we can “move” to an older program state. The further the user needs
to move to the past (and closer to the beginning of the applications execution) the more undo-log
checkpoints the debugger will have to apply. In such a case, the program state could be reconstructed
using redo-log checkpoints, because fewer of them would have to be applied to recover the memory
state. Moreover, if the user wants to move to a future state, after rolling back to a past one, he
need not re-execute the whole program: the debugger could directly apply redo-log checkpoints and
recover the future program state, as implemented in existing software solutions [80].
The concurrent construction of redo-log alongside with undo-log checkpoints can serve as a
4The existing page table in x86 64 bit architectures has 4 levels.
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Figure 10: Synergies that develop when both undo and redo-log checkpoints are created.
performance optimization for the purposes of reverse-execution, and should be provided at a min-
imal performance, memory and implementation cost. To construct redo-log checkpoints, Euripus
could use the redo-log mechanism proposed from HARE, but that would increase the overall im-
plementation and performance costs, and also nearly double memory requirements for keeping the
checkpoints. Instead, I have selected to extend the undo-log construction mechanism in Euripus to
also support construction of redo-log checkpoints.
When both undo and redo-log checkpoints are being created, the following two properties apply
(Figure 10):
• For the same checkpoint interval, both the undo and the redo logs checkpoint data from the
same addresses, but they copy different data values: the undo-log copies the oldest data value
whereas the redo-log copies the newest value seen during the checkpoint interval.
• For addresses that appear in both the redo-log checkpoint of interval N (newest values) and
the undo-log checkpoint of interval N+1 (oldest values) their data values are the same.
These two properties allow Euripus to leverage the existing undo-log mechanism, and to reduce
the redo-log construction cost using the following methods: First, Euripus can use the undo-log
meta-data of interval N to identify the blocks to be checkpointed for the redo-log. This approach
allows me to remove the redo-log memory modification tracking mechanism used in HARE: the
undo-log meta-data become the redo-log’s memory tracking mechanism. This eliminates both the
performance cost of memory tracking and the memory cost of storing redo-log memory tracking
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Figure 11: Extended trie data-structure used in Euripus when constructing both undo and redo-log
checkpoints.
information, and it also eliminates the additional cache design complexity necessary for atomic
reads and write-backs of both data and meta-data from the L1 to the L2 cache. Second, Euripus can
avoid copying the same data value twice, once for the undo and once for the redo-log checkpoint.
Instead, Euripus can identify the common blocks and copy them only once when constructing either
the undo or the redo-log checkpoint.
To support redo-logs, the undo-log meta-data are extended (Figure 9) as shown in Figure 11.
First, for every given interval, a single trie meta-data structure holds both the undo-log and the
redo-log meta-data (Figure 11(A)). This is implemented by extending the L4 nodes of the trie to
have pointers to L5 nodes of both undo and the redo-log checkpoints5. The undo-log construction
process will update the L5 nodes of the undo-log only, and at redo-log creation time we will walk
through the L5 undo-log nodes to find the blocks to be checkpointed by the redo-log.
To identify blocks that are common between consecutive redo and undo logs, the L5 trie nodes
are shared between the redo-log of interval N and the undo-log of interval N+1 (Figure 11(B)). This
solution allows Euripus to delay the construction of redo-log N and not begin it immediately after
the end of checkpoint interval N. Instead, Euripus can allow the construction of undo-log N+1 to
begin, which results in updating the common L5 meta-data nodes with pointers to copied blocks.
When the construction of redo-log N eventually begins, e.g. in the middle of interval N+1, it will not
5The L5 nodes store the pointers to the checkpointed data.
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have to copy again blocks already copied by undo-log N+1. This approach also naturally eliminates
block collisions, which HARE defined as the redo-log blocks that had not been checkpointed yet
and were modified by the application6. HARE inserted the collision blocks in an unsorted list, and
at consolidation time the software was responsible for sorting the collision list. In Euripus, blocks
are always inserted in the save trie data-structure, and writes from the application are beneficial to
redo-logs: they reduce the number of blocks to be copied.
3.4.3 Checkpoint Consolidation
Consolidating the checkpoints from two intervals N and N+1 requires the consolidation of both the
undo and the redo-logs from these two intervals. For undo-logs, Euripus has to retain the oldest
data across the two checkpoints: if both intervals have checkpointed the same address, Euripus
keeps the copy from interval N, along with unique addresses from both checkpoints. Conversely,
when consolidating redo-log checkpoints, Euripus has to keep the newest value of a given address:
for addresses that are common across intervals, the block to keep is the one checkpointed for interval
N+1.
The advantage of the meta-data organization from HARE was that consolidation just required
a linear pass through the two lists of addresses that represented the checkpoints. For Euripus, the
same process would require (e.g. for the case of redo-logs), for every block of checkpoint N, to
look-up the trie of interval N+1 and search if there is an entry, which is more expensive than a
simple linear list traversal. Two characteristics of Euripus can accelerate the consolidation process:
1) the L5 meta-data nodes are being shared between consecutive checkpoints, and 2) for a given
interval a block marked as redo-log checkpointed implies that there is also an undo-log block and
vice-versa. Thus, by traversing only the undo-log L5 nodes of interval N+17 we can consolidate the
checkpoints as follows:
• If a block is marked as both a redo-log block of interval N and an undo-log block of N+1,
it can be removed, because there already exists an older undo-log block in interval N and a
newer redo-log block in interval N+1.
6The common blocks across checkpoints are the collision blocks.
7The same nodes belong to the redo-log of interval N.
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• If a block is marked only as undo-logged in interval N+1 (similarly if it was redo-logged in of
interval N) then we have to search the undo-log N (redo-log N+1) for an older (newer) block,
and if such a block is found then recycle the block. If no such block is found, insert it in the
respective tree.
Note that this changes the way that consolidation is done, whereas the policy for selecting
the rate of consolidations, and the checkpoints to consolidate, remains the same as HARE (Sec-
tion 3.2.3).
3.4.4 Improving Reverse Execution Latency
As described in Section 3.1, operations like “reverse-continue” search for the last time a given
address (watchpoint) was read or written. This search involves a replay of all the past checkpoint
intervals in reverse chronological order until a matching read/write is found. A way to accelerate
this search would be to replay only the intervals where this given address has been actually read or
written. For the case of write-watchpoints, we can benefit from the existing checkpoint meta-data
information and replay only the intervals in which a given address is checkpointed (which implies
that it has been written at least once during that interval).
nFor read watchpoints the same approach can be used: when the application reads a block for the
first time within an interval, the address of the accessed memory location is sent to the checkpointing
engine. Unlike writes, no data needs to be sent for reads, because the engine is just going to record
that the block was read. For recording the read information, we extend the trie with additional
information bits in the L5 meta-data nodes to mark the read blocks. During consolidation, the read
information is consolidated as well: when consolidating two undo-log checkpoints N and N+1, the
read information of the consolidated checkpoint is going to be the OR of the read information of the
individual checkpoints.
The exact same approach can be used for the case of breakpoints as well, where Euripus is going
to mark the code addresses that have executed. For the purpose of implementing and evaluating this
technique it is going to be applied only for the read and write watchpoints. This approach can

























Figure 12: The Euripus hardware engine.
3.5 Euripus Implementation
For constructing the two types of checkpoints and for updating the trie meta-data described in Sec-
tion 3.4, Euripus uses a hardware engine (Figure 12). The rest of this Section describes the func-
tionality of the engine and how it interacts with the rest of the system.
3.5.1 Undo Log Creation
For identifying the memory locations to be inserted into the undo-log, a checkpoint bit is introduced
in the L1 and L2 caches. The checkpoint bit behaves similarly to the existing dirty bit. When a block
is written in L1 we check if the checkpoint bit is set; if not, the block has not been checkpointed
in the current undo-log interval, so it is sent to the Euripus engine and the checkpoint bit is set.
The checkpoint bit information functions as a first level filter of blocks to be checkpointed: without
checkpoints bits every written block would have to go to the Euripus engine. When the block is
written back to L2 the checkpoint bit goes with the data. Unlike HARE, where the memory tracking
information is stored separately from the data, in Euripus it is stored together with data in caches.
As a result, Euripus does not need to address the consistency issues of data and memory tracking
meta-data as HARE does. When a checkpointed block is replaced from L2, we lose the checkpoint
bit information, and if this block is written again in the future it is going to be sent again to the
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Euripus engine. This mechanism is similar to existing hardware checkpointing techniques such as
ReVive [68] and SafetyNet [94]. Duplicate blocks in undo-logs are only a performance and not a
correctness concern, as undo-logs are restored in reverse construction order and restored duplicates
get overwritten with the correct oldest values. In Euripus, we perform a secondary filtering of the
blocks to be checkpointed by checking if the block is already copied using the trie meta-data. This
eliminates the possibility of duplicate entries from the final undo-log.
Once a block reaches the Euripus engine, it is inserted in the Pending Block Queue (PBQ).
If the PBQ is full, the core sending the block to be checkpointed will have to delay the original
write until PBQ has available entries. Once the block reaches the front of the queue, it is given to
the Tree Construction Engine, which updates the undo-log part of the trie meta-data for the current
checkpoint and checks if the block has already been checkpointed for the current interval N+1. Then
the engine checks if the L5 meta-data node of the current undo-log has already been inserted as a
L5 redo-log node of the previous checkpointing interval N, and if not it updates the trie meta-data
of the previous interval. This operation indirectly inserts the blocks already checkpointed by the
current undo-log in the previous redo-log, which is not going to copy them again. The block is then
sent to the Memory Interface of the engine and written to memory. Once the write acknowledgment
is received, the block is marked as checkpointed and as an undo-log block.
To efficiently access and update the current and previous trie meta-data structures, the Euripus
engine has a TLB to store the translations for the last level L5 Nodes, and a cache, named L5MD
cache, to store the contents for the L5 Nodes which are frequently accessed.
3.5.2 Redo Log Creation
The sets of modified addresses of consecutive checkpointing intervals do not overlap entirely, es-
pecially at high checkpointing frequencies where the application does not have sufficient time to
modify a substantial part of its working set. For this reason, we have to eventually start actively
copying blocks for the redo-log of the previous interval N. At the latest, this active copying should
complete at the end of the current interval N+1. Euripus starts the construction of redo-log N in
the second half of the current checkpointing interval, e.g. for a checkpointing interval of 0.1sec,
redo-log construction starts after 0.05sec.
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To construct the redo-log checkpoint, the Tree Construction Engine of Euripus starts walking
the trie meta-data in order, and checks if a block has been copied by the undo-log checkpoint in the
previous interval N. If yes, then this address has also to be checkpointed by the redo-log checkpoint
of interval N, and the block is inserted into the redo-log part of the trie. Then the engine checks if
the L5 node is being shared by the undo-log of the current interval N+1. If the node is not shared,
which happens rarely, it is inserted in the trie of the current undo-log N+1. This step is necessary
for ensuring that all overlapping L5 nodes are shared between consecutive tries, and improves per-
formance by eliminating block copies by the undo-log that have already been checkpointed by the
redo-log8. Finally, the block address to be copied is forwarded to the memory interface that reads
and writes the data to memory. The data to be checkpointed can reside in any level of the memory
hierarchy and for this reason the Euripus engine, similar to HARE, has to probe the caches. Once
the write acknowledgment arrives, the trie meta-data is updated with the address of the saved block
and the block is marked as redo-log and checkpointed.
3.5.3 L5 Node Meta-Data Organization
The L5 meta-data nodes store, for every memory block, the pointer to the address where it is being
checkpointed, and 3 meta-data bits describing whether it is checkpointed and if it is part of an undo
and or a redo-log. Since these bits are accessed frequently during undo/redo-log checkpoint creation
and consolidation, we improve the data locality of the L5MD cache by packing the meta-data bits of
all blocks of the L5 node inside a header (Figure 9). The location of the header within the L5 node
is decided based on bits 12-18 of the virtual address, in order to avoid possible address aliasing to
the same cache sets and poor L5MD cache performance.
3.5.4 Interaction with the OS/VM
The Euripus engine is managed by the OS/VM and is equipped with the necessary registers to
store, for every currently running process on the processor, the roots of the trie meta-data structures,
as well as the core-id of the core where a given process is running. An undo-log block to be
checkpointed is accompanied by the id of the core where it was modified and gets inserted in the
8In such a case the undo-log construction process will mark the block is undo-log but will not checkpoint it.
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appropriate tree. The OS/VM is also responsible for providing and managing a list of free memory
blocks, similar to HARE.
Euripus has to address the system call problem as well. For the case of redo-logs Euripus has
to include the modified program state by the system call in the state to be checkpointed and has to
assist the generation of the system log. For undo-log checkpoints, the old values of the memory
locations modified by the system call have to be recorded. Note that the purpose of the undo-logs is
not to “undo” the effect of the system-call, e.g. undo a disk write of a network sent packet, but only
to recover the program to a past state9.
In modern operating systems the kernel and the application share the address-space, typically
half of it is reserved for the kernel and the rest belongs to the application. Since Euripus creates
checkpoints at the application level for the purpose of reverse-execution, it does not need, and
should not be, checkpointing data modified in the kernel-space. To implement this, Euripus marks
kernel-space addresses as non-checkpointable by marking the parts of the trie that correspond to the
kernel address-space as such. This can be implemented by adding an additional non-checkpoint bit
in every pointer to a node of a trie. By marking a pointer at a higher level of the trie, e.g. level zero,
then all the addresses that belong to the range represented in the sub-tree pointed by the pointer are
not going to be checkpointed. When a block is to be checkpointed and inserted in the trie, while
it walks the trie, if it finds the non-checkpoint bit set, at any level of the trie, then it does not get
checkpointed. When the system-call finishes it copies its output back to the user-space10, at this
point Euripus will copy the old values of the user-space data in the undo-log. Once the blocks
modified by the system call are checkpointed by the undo-log they become automatically part of the
modified state for the redo-log of the same interval and are going to be checkpointed.
Euripus can assist the system log creation in a similar fashion as HARE does. An additional
system-call bit is added in every pointer of the trie, thus marking the addresses of the user-space
that have been modified by the kernel – the core will have to send to the engine whether it is
operating in kernel mode or not for a block to be marked as system-call modified. At the end of
9For the purposes of reliability the system wants to be able to prevent permanent effects for erroneous execution and
thus treatment of system events when checkpoints are created is different. More details will be provided in Section4.4.4.
10None of the user-space addresses would be normally checkpoint protected.
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the system call the system log creation mechanism can find the addresses modified by the system-
call and record their latest values in the system-log (the system-call bits are cleared at the end of
this process). Unlike HARE, Euripus does not have to wait for the construction of the previous
redo-log to finish before proceeding in a system call. Euripus’s trie meta-data is amenable to any
modification, because any changes will affect the design of the Euripus engine alone and leave the
rest of the processor design unaffected. For the case of system calls a third memory tracking bit
could have been added in HARE to track the system-call modified memory locations, but such a
modification would require to change the L1 cache design as well – memory-tracking meta-data are
cached along side with the block in the same cache-line.
3.5.5 Improved Reverse Execution
For keeping track of the blocks read within a checkpointing interval an additional read-bit is in-
troduced in the L1 and L2 caches, whose behavior is identical to the existing checkpoint-bit that
Euripus uses. The first time a block is read the core checks the read-bit, and if it is not set then it
sends the address of the block to the checkpointing engine, and sets the read-bit. Similar to check-
pointing a block, if the engine does not have available entries in the pending-block queue, then the
execution of the processor has to stall until the hardware engine becomes available. The same func-
tionality could be implemented using HARE, which would require to add the extra read-bit in the
L1 cache and extend the memory tracking meta-data with the additional information.
3.6 Performance Evaluation of HARE and Euripus
I quantitatively evaluate the HARE and Euripus techniques in terms of estimated hardware cost,
performance overheads in forward execution, memory requirements for long-term checkpointing,
and reverse-execution time.
3.6.1 Evaluation Setup
In the evaluation, I use SESC [76], an open source execution driven simulator, to model a four-
core CMP system with Core2-like parameters: 4-issue, out-of-order cores running at 2.93GHz.
Each core has a private dual-ported 32KB 8-way associative L1 data cache. All cores share a
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4MB, 16-way associative, single-ported L2 cache. The block size is 64 bytes. A detailed DRAM-
model is used to simulate a DDR3-800-like memory system. For the HARE mechanism, an on-chip
checkpoint/consolidation engine is modeled that participates in coherence and has (fully snooped)
32-entry read and write queues. The simulated Euripus engine has a 64 entry pending block queue,
a 256 entry fully associative trie TLB, a 64KB 16-way associative single-ported L5MD cache, and
the memory interface has a 32 entry read queue and a 32 entry write queue. In the evaluation, I am
using the SPEC2006 [96] benchmark suite, and I simulate 27 out of 29 benchmarks (Figures 14(a)
and 14(b)) using the reference inputs. I omit perl and tonto because of technical incompatibilities
with the simulator infrastructure. In the simulations I fast forward though 5% of the simulation, with
a maximum of 20 billion instructions, to skip initialization, then simulate 10 billion instructions.
For evaluating multi-threaded applications I use the PARSEC [8] (Figure 14(c)) benchmark suite
with the native input, except in the case of dedup where I use the simlarge input, because the
application allocates more than 2GB of memory, and exceeds the 32-bit address-space simulated
by SESC. For PARSEC benchmarks, I skip to the beginning of the parallel section, then skip an
additional 21 billion instructions, and finally I simulate 20 billion instructions. During the fast-
forwarding processes of each simulation, the mechanism of each scheme simulated (Table 1) warms-
up the memory-tracking meta-data, constructs checkpoints at the same checkpointing frequency
(assuming an IPC of 1 for the applications), and consolidates the meta-data of the constructed
checkpoints. For estimating the final checkpoint memory requirements of each technique, I use
PIN [45], where I profiled the previously listed SPEC2006 and PARSEC applications to completion,
using the reference and native inputs respectively. Table 1 summarizes the different techniques used
in the evaluation, their type (software or hardware), the type of checkpoints constructed (undo or
redo-log) and the type meta-data data-structure used for representing the checkpoint. Following
paragraphs describe in detail how different techniques construct their checkpoints.
3.6.2 Hardware Cost
To estimate the hardware requirements of HARE and Euripus I used CACTI 5.3 [99]. For the case of
HARE the overall internal state of HARE’s checkpoint/consolidation engine (read and write queues,
stream buffers, internal latches, etc.) uses less than 5% of the area occupied by one L1 cache, while
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Table 1: Type of checkpoint constructed and meta-data data-structures used for checkpoint repre-
sentation by the evaluated techniques.
Technique Type Undo Log Meta-data Redo Log Meta-data
HARE HW X List
UndoLog+Sort [68] HW X List
SW RedoLog SW X Page Table
Euripus HW X Trie
EuripusUR HW X Trie X Trie
Hare+UndoLog HW X List X List
TTVM [80] SW X Page Table X Page Table
caching of our “modified” bits adds a <1% area overhead to each L1 cache. Finally, the bit-array
for out modification tracking is stored in memory and uses only 0.4% of the memory used by the
application being debugged. Overall, hardware support for the HARE mechanism amounts to about
6KB of fast on-chip SRAM and represents a negligible fraction of the overall chip area. Its cost
is considerably lower than 48KB reported for BugNet [60] or 1416KB for FDR [94], so I expect
HARE to add little cost when it is combined with existing race logging mechanisms. Euripus’s
functionality has higher hardware requirements than HARE. Euripus requires approximately 79KB
of on-chip memory state, whereas the HARE uses 6KB, but is still lower than 256KB needed by
SafetyNet [94]. The area estimates of Euripus using Cacti 5.3 [99] is 20% smaller than the size of
the L1 Data cache, because Euripus’s hardware structures do not need to be optimized for speed
as the L1 Data cache does (e.g. Euripus’s cache has only one port compared to the two ports that
the L1 cache has to have for performance reasons). I also used CACTI to estimate the increase of
access latency that the additional meta-data bits that HARE and Euripus introduce in the L1 and L2
caches, and observed no difference compared to the baseline.
3.6.3 HARE: Performance Overhead Evaluation
Figure 13 presents the performance overhead of HARE when checkpoints are established every 0.5
sec. I am also comparing the performance overhead of HARE with other approaches for creating
consolidatable checkpoints. First, HARE is compared with a hardware technique that constructs
undo-log checkpoints, similar to prior hardware techniques like FDR [94] and ReVive [68], but has
to sort the resulting undo-log checkpoints in order to consolidate them (called UndoLog+Sort in
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Figure 13: Performance overhead comparison of HARE with with UndoLog+Sort and SW
RedoLog for checkpointing interval of 0.5 sec.
the blocks that are detected not to be checkpointed during a given interval11, and sorting the result-
ing undo-log checkpoint. For estimating the cost of sorting the meta-data of the undo-log I profiled
in the simulator the latency of sorting arrays of different sizes. The second technique HARE is
compared against is a software technique that creates redo-log checkpoints in parallel with the ap-
plication’s execution (named SW RedoLog in Figure 13). This technique approximates the behavior
of a shadow software thread which is responsible at the end of every redo-log interval to copy in
parallel with the application’s execution the pages that were modified in the previous interval. The
shadow thread is created by the OS or a checkpoint management library and shares the address-
space with the application. To prevent the application from modifying a memory location that has
not been checkpointed yet, the shadow-thread write-protects the memory pages to be copied. If
11The blocks to be checkpointed are detected using checkpoint bit information similar to Euripus
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the application tries to modify a write-protected page then a signal is generated, the OS application
pauses the application’s execution, the shadow thread checkpoints the page, and then the applica-
tion resumes execution. In the simulator infrastructure this behavior is approximated by running a
second program, along side with the one simulated, which behaves similar to the shadow-thread.
For the case of the shadow checkpointing thread there are two primary sources of overhead: 1) the
time the applications is suspended either because it tried to modify a page that was not checkpointed
yet, or the redo-log construction did not finish before the next interval start, and 2) the competition
between the application and the shadow-thread for shared on chip resources such as the shared L2
cache, or off-chip bandwidth.
Overall, HARE incurs minimal overheads, with a maximum overhead of 16% across all appli-
cations, while the averages are under 6% for SPEC INT, under 3% for SPEC FP, and under 1% for
PARSEC (Figure 16). The performance overhead of sorting the undo-log for consolidation is 10%
on average across all applications, while it can exceed 50% of individual cases (e.g. GemsFDTD
or lbm). The applications with the highest overheads for UndoLog+Sort are the ones which have
the biggest checkpoints and sorting them becomes really expensive. The software alternative I in-
vestigated has even higher overheads that the two hardware ones, and they can exceed 100% in
some cases (mcf or milc). For the high overhead applications, the time the application is suspended
because of a page fault, or because the shadow thread did not finish the checkpoint creation in time,
can be 70% of the execution overhead.
To gain insight into the sources of HARE’s performance overhead, Figure 14 breaks this over-
head down into its four components (bottom to top): PageList is the time needed for HARE’s
software handlers to scan the page table and find modified pages for each checkpoint; RL Construc-
tion is the increase in execution time due to using HARE’s engine to create a checkpoint (most of
the overhead is due to competition for memory bandwidth between the processor and the engine);
Collision Sort is the overhead of sorting (in software) the collision list after a checkpoint is cre-
ated; Consolidation is the increase in execution time due to using HARE’s engine to consolidate
checkpoints (again, most of this overhead comes from memory bandwidth contention). The pri-
mary source of overhead is the construction of the checkpoint which can result in high overheads
















































































Figure 14: Performance overhead breakdown of HARE for checkpointing interval of 0.5 sec.
The second cause of overhead is checkpoint consolidation. Consolidation causes lower overheads
that checkpoint creation (less that 25% of the checkpoint creation cost) becasue it operates only on
the meta-data (the checkpointed blocks are not moved). Finally, the cost of sorting the collision
list is mininal, <1%. The HARE engine proves to be fast enough so that not a lot of collisions are
generated. Unfortunately any slow-down of the HARE engine, e.g. because of not enough memory
bandwidth, will result in increase of the number of collisions, because the application is bound to
modify memory locations that the HARE engine has not checkpointed yet.
To examine how checkpointing frequency affects performance, I did a checkpointing frequency
sensitivity analysis. Figure 15 shows the performance overhead of HARE for the worst performing
applications along with the averages for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, and Figure 16




















Figure 15: Performance overhead of HARE for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for
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Figure 16: Maximum and average performance overhead of HARE, UndoLog+Sort and SW
RedoLog for checkponting intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP
(CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
benchmark suite for the same frequencies.
The overheads of HARE do increase when checkpointing is performed more frequently (every
0.1 sec), but they are still tolerable, with <5% additional overhead for the high overhead bench-
marks such as GemsFDTD. The overheads of HARE are expected to further increase at higher
checkpointing frequencies, e.g. every 0.01 sec, but checkpointing at such frequencies is not ex-
pected to be necessary for the case of bidirectional debugging, because the goal of improved inter-
activity can be met with the range of checkpointing frequencies examined, as will be demonstrated
in Section 3.6.7.
For the other two studied techniques, the performance overheads become prohibitively high
when checkpointing every 0.1 sec (Figure 16). SW RedoLog has maximum overheads that would
render the application more than two and three times slower compared to normal execution, and
as expected the overheads drop at lower checkpointing frequencies. UndoLog+Sort has a similar
behavior with higher overheads at increased checkpointing frequencies, but at lower frequencies
there are some cases where the performance overhead does not drop at the same rate as does for the
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other techniques, if not, it increases (e.g 678% for the case of lbm when checkpointing every 1 sec).
This behavior can be attributed solely to the increased cost of sorting the undo-logs, whose total
size does not decrease as expected, but actually undo-logs become longer. The increased undo-
log sizes can be explained by the fact that existing hardware undo-log construction techniques,
such as ReVive [68] and SafetyNet [94], can copy the same block multiple times to the undo-log
during a given interval, as explained in Section 3.5.1. The number of unnecessary checkpointed
blocks increases as the duration of the checkpointing interval does, which renders such techniques
unsuitable for low checkpointing frequencies.
Overall, the overheads of HARE are significantly lower than when consolidation is added to
previous approaches. HARE’s overheads are also low enough to permit debugging of long-running
applications with realistic (large) data sets.
3.6.4 Euripus: Performance Overhead Evaluation
Figure 17 presents the performance overhead of the Euripus technique when only undo-log con-
struction is enabled and the checkpointing interval is 0.5 sec. The engine also consolidates the
undo-log checkpoints using the same selection policy as HARE. I am comparing Euripus with
HARE and the UndoLog+Sort hardware checkpointing technique described in Section 3.6.3. In
this set of experiments I have disabled to redo-log construction fuctionality of Euripus, because it
can serve to speed-up debugging and is not essential for restoring a past program memory state, for
which only undo-log checkpoints are necessary. As a result, Euripus and HARE provide exactly the
same functionality and their overheads are directly comparable.
Euripus has low performance overheads, less than <2% on average across all applications, sim-
ilar to HARE, and actually lower for the high overhead applications such as GemsFDTD, lbm, milc
and mcf. The only two applications that Euripus’s overheads are higher than HARE are ferret and
freqmine, but only by an additional cost of 2%. There are multiple factors that explain the perfor-
mance benefit of Euripus compared to HARE: First, the checkpoint creation process of HARE has a
burstier behavior than Euripus. HARE walks through the checkpoint meta-data and copies memory
immediately, avoiding any possible delays, because of fear of increased number of collisions. As a









































































Figure 17: Performance overhead of Euripus, UndoLog+Sort and Hare for a checkpointing interval
of 0.5 sec.
memory bandwidth for the application, which directly affects the memory-intensive ones. Euripus,
on the other hand, checkpoints memory blocks the first they get modified, which results in a check-
pointing rate that is slower compared to HARE, and matches the rate the application access memory
locations for the first time in a checkpointing interval. Second, HARE’s consolidation process is
more memory intensive that Euripus’s. HARE’s checkpoint meta-data is 25% of the overall check-
pointed memory, which have to be read and written during consolidation. Euripus’s trie meta-data
is a better suited data-structure for representing a set of modified blocks, compared to a simple list
of addresses, requiring less than 14% additional storage. Finally, the data-structure optimizations







































































Figure 18: Performance overhead break down of Euripus for checkpointing interval of 0.5 sec.
bandwidth consumed for reading and updating the checkpoint meta-data during consolidation.
Figure 18 shows the breakdown of the performance overhead of Euripus for constructing the
undo-log (Undo Log) and checkpoint consolidation (Consolidation). Similar to HARE, Euripus’s
consolidation overhead is minimal, because only the meta-data are being updated and the check-
pointed data are not moved in memory. The higher overhead of ferret and freqmine compared to
when using HARE can be attributed to the high miss-rate of Euripus’s L5MD cache both during
checkpoint construction and consolidation, which results in more memory bandwidth to be used by
the engine.



















Figure 19: Performance overhead of Euripus for checkpointing intervals 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for the
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Figure 20: Performance overhead of Euripus, HARE and UndoLog+Sort for checkpointing inter-
vals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec. Similar to HARE, Euripus suffers low additional performance cost when cre-
ating checkpoints frequently, <8% for the worst performing benchmarks (GemsFDTD, lbm mcf,
milc). Figure 20 compares Euripus with the two other techniques. Euripus has lower performance
overhead than HARE even at a checkpointing interval of 0.1 sec, while the comparison with Un-
doLog+Sort demonstrates the inefficiency of a solution that would rely on software-based sorting
for consolidating undo-log checkpoints. Euripus exploits its searchable checkpoint meta-data data-
structure, and checkpoints a given memory location only once during a checkpoint interval, elimi-
nating the additional memory bandwidth that prior techniques consume.
Overall, Euripus incurs minimal performance overheads, lower than HARE, but for an increased
hardware cost. Euripus efficiently constructs undo-log checkpoints and enables their efficient con-
solidation, unlike prior hardware checkpointing techniques which cannot provide such functionality,

































































Figure 21: Performance overhead breakdown of Euripus when both undo and redo-log checkpoints
are create for a checkpointing interval of 0.5 sec.
3.6.5 Concurrent Undo and Redo Log Construction
Figure 21 presents the performance overhead breakdown of Euripus when both undo and redo-
log checkpoints are created for a checkpointing interval of 0.5 sec. The performance overhead is
broken down to the cost of creating the undo-log (Undo Log), the redo-log (Redo Log) and consoli-
dating the checkpoints (Consolidation). Euripus has average performance overhead< 3% across all
benchmarks, with the highest overheads being 25% for lbm, ∼16% for GemsFDTD and ∼10% for
mcf. In all three cases the primary cause of the overhead is the redo-log creation, whose cost can be
explained for the following 3 reasons: 1) all three benchmarks are memory intensive and they create
big checkpoints, 2) the Euripus engine competes with the application for off-chip bandwidth, and 3)
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Figure 22: Maximum and average performance overheads of EuripusUR, Hare+UndoLog and
TTVM for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP
(CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
process (< 10%). Finally, the cost of checkpoint consolidation is increased compared to when only
undo-log checkpoints are created, but still remains low, < 1% on averate across all benchmarks,
while the highest values were observed for GemsFDTD (8%) and mcf (∼4%).
I am also comparing Euripus, when performing concurrent undo and redo-log construction (Eu-
ripusUR), with a hardware and a software scheme. The hardware scheme, labeled HARE+UndoLog,
creates undo-log checkpoints using a hardware technique similar to ReVive [68] and redo-log check-
points using HARE. HARE consolidates the redo-log checkpoints created, but for the case of the
undo-logs, they are not consolidated, meaning HARE+UndoLog provides less functionality and
theoretically has a small performance advantage over Euripus, since it does not provide consol-
idatable both undo and redo-log checkpoints. The software technique, named TTVM, is similar
to the virtual-machine based checkpointing solution proposed by King et al. [80]. In TTVM, a
checkpointing thread executes in parallel with the application and creates both undo and redo-log
checkpoints. TTVM uses memory protection and copy-on-write to identify the pages to be copied
and checkpoints them. When simulating multi-threaded applications, the checkpointing thread has
higher priority and de-schedules the application’s threads if no free core is available.
Figure 22 shows the maximum and average performance overhead for the simulated benchmark
suites for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 second. Both hardware techniques outperform
TTVM, which suffers high performance overheads especially at high checkpointing frequencies,
e.g. every 0.1sec. The primary cause of performance overhead is the pollution of the shared caches
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Figure 23: Performance overhead of worst performing applications and averages for Euripus (Euri-
pusUR) and Hare+UndoLog for checkpointing intervals of 0.5 and 1 sec, for the SPEC INT (CINT),


















































































































Figure 24: Break down of the memory accesses of Euripus (Euri) and HARE+UndoLog(HR) for
the highest overhead applications and the averages for checkpointing intervals of 0.5 and 1 sec.
for cache space. Another source of overhead for TTVM is the time the application is suspended
for servicing the page faults which comprises more than 20% on average (maximum 60%) of the
overhead. Euripus and HARE+UndoLog have similar average overheads, but Euripus has lower
performance overheads at lower checkpointing frequencies (every 1 sec), while HARE+UndoLog’s
overheads do not reduce at the same rate (Figure 23). The higher overhead of HARE+UndoLog
compared to Euripus can be attributed to the following reasons: 1) the lack of synergistic copying
between undo and redo-logs, which results in the same data being copied twice, 2) higher consol-
idation cost, especially for applications which create big checkpoints (e.g. lbm, GemsFDTD), and
3) undo-log memory blocks checkpointed multiple times withing the same checkpointing interval.
To gain better insight into the performance benefits of Euripus compared to HARE+UndoLog,
Figure 24 presents the breakdown of the average memory accesses per checkpoint interval which
consist of: 1) the application memory accesses (App), 2) the necessary undo-log writes (Undo),
3) the unnecessary checkpointed undo-log blocks (Undo Unnec), 4) the redo-log read and writes
(Redo) and 5) rest of the memory access generated by the checkpointing engines (Eng) (e.g. caches
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misses from Euripus’s L5MD cache, or checkpoint meta-data reads/writes during checkpoint con-
solidation). The accesses are normalized to the application accesses of HARE+UndoLog for each
checkpointing frequency. The first observation that can be made is that Euripus’s engine generates
less memory access than HARE+UndoLog. Euripus’s L5MD cache proves sufficient for caching
the trie meta-data structures during checkpoint creation. The merge optimizations also assist, result-
ing in only 60-70% of trie block pointers being updated on average and reducing the L5MD cache
pressure and associated memory accesses. On the other hand, HARE during consolidation has to
read the meta-data of both checkpoints, which are lists of addresses/pointers the size of which is
25% of the checkpointed data, and write the resulting consolidated list, resulting in more memory
accesses than Euripus. The second improvement is that Euripus inserts a given address in the undo-
log only once, while the UndoLog may generate duplicate checkpoint entries. This phenomenon
is especially pronounced in longer checkpointing intervals, e.g. 1sec, where the probability of a
block being replaced from the L2 cache, and the associated checkpoint bit information to be lost,
increases. Finally, synergistic copying can reduce, if not almost eliminate (e.g. for lbm), the number
of blocks copied for constructing the redo-log at low checkpointing frequencies (every 1 sec). In
such cases redo-log checkpoints are created practically for free and Euripus just needs to check the
meta-data and verify that the block has been copied.
3.6.6 Memory Requirements
To estimate long-term memory requirements, I used PIN [45] to model12 HARE’s and Euripus’s
functionality. I used the SPEC 2006 [96] benchmarks, with ref input sets, and all PARSEC 2.1 [8]
benchmarks, with native inputs and 8 threads. Each application is simulated to completion, using
regular checkpoint consolidation in HARE and Euripus when both undo and redo-log checkpoint
creation are enabled (EuripusUR). The two techniques are compared against a hardware technique
that creates undo-log checkpoints (UndoLog) similar to ReVive [68] and SafetyNet [94] and a soft-
ware technique (Page) that keeps track of the modified memory locations at a page granularity.
Both alternative techniques do not consolidate checkpoints, since the purpose is to demonstrate the
12Detailed simulation is infeasible for this, as it goes through only a few checkpoint periods per hour of simulation
time.
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benefit of checkpoint consolidation. Note that the UndoLog shown here is not the same as in my per-
formance overhead experiments – without consolidation, overheads would be significantly lower,
and with consolidation their space overheads would be similar to HARE’s and Euripus’s. These
different kinds of experiments in different parts of the evaluation are used to show that HARE and
Euripus achieve both efficient space use and low forward-execution overheads, while prior undo-
log hardware schemes can only achieve one or the other – either 1) low performance but high space
overheads if consolidation is not used, or 2) low space but high performance overheads if consoli-
dation is used.
Figure 25 shows the memory requirements of HARE, EuripusUR, UndoLog and Page at the
end of the execution of each benchmark when checkpoints are created every 0.5 sec. The resuls
include both the total memory checkpointed, as well as the necessary meta-data stored along with
the checkpoint. We observe that total space used for checkpoints in HARE and EuripusUR is an
order of magnitude (36 times on average) lower than in prior hardware schemes (note the logarith-
mic scale in these charts). In the worst case, HARE and EuripusUR require up to 20 gigabytes
of memory (GemsFDTD, bwaves), while without consolidation that would require more than 1
terabyte of storage. In case that such memory overhead cannot be supported, more aggressive
checkpoint consolidation can be performed, limiting the number of older checkpoints maintained,
but still maintaining a few to enable reverse-execution further in the past if necessary. Further, note
that lower memory requirements of UndoLog compared to Page in applications like mcf, omnetpp
and xalancbmk13. Such applications have non-continuous memory access patterns, and as a result
they tend to modify only a fraction of a memory page they touch within a checkpointing interval.
As a result, a finer memory tracking granularity, block for the case of UndoLog, can capture the
set of modified memory locations more accurately and avoid copying blocks which have not been
modified, as page-based memory tracking schemes do.
The similar memory requirements of HARE and EuripusUR seem counter-intuitive at first, be-
cause EuripusUR creates both undo and redo-log checkpoints while HARE creates only redo-log
checkpoints. As described in Section 3.4.2, the checkpointed data are shared between consecutive
13There are some applications where the storage requirements of UndoLog are higher than the Page’s, this can be
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Figure 25: Memory requirements of HARE, EuripusUR, UndoLog and Page for checkpointing
interval of 0.5 sec.
redo and undo-log intervals. As a result, common data are checkpointed only once and the meta-
data just points to the correct locations. Consecutive checkpoint intervals, though, are not expected
to always completely overlap as my results seem to indicate. The similar memory requirements
of HARE and EuripusUR can be explained by two factors: First, checkpoint consolidation creates
denser and denser checkpoints overtime, with old consolidated checkpoints practically represent-
ing the application’s whole address-space. Such old consecutive checkpoints almost completely
overlap, resulting in no extra blocks to be maintained. Also the younger checkpoints, which are
expected to have lower overlap, are created frequently, and their size is relatively small compared
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Figure 26: Maximum and average memory requirements of HARE, EuripusUR, UndoLog and
Page for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP (CFP)
and PARSEC benchmarks.
any additional blocks. Second, the trie meta-data data-structure used by Euripus is more memory
efficient than the list14 used by HARE. HARE’s meta-data has a fixed cost of 25% relative to the
data checkpointed, assuming the system supports 64-bit addresses. Euripus’s trie requires 18% on
average extra storage relative to the checkpointed data for the SPEC INT applications and 14% for
the SPEC FP and PARSEC applications. Also the advantage of the trie is that it has lower additional
cost when representing denser checkpoints, e.g. the consolidated ones. Note that the memory re-
quirement of Euripus when only undo-log checkpoints are created is going to be similar to HARE’s
because they will not include the additional redo-log checkpointed blocks.
To reduce space requirements, other schemes could try reducing the checkpointing frequency.
Figure 26 shows the memory requirements of the different schemes for checkpointing intervals of
0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec. As shown in the chart, reducing the checkpointing frequency from once per
0.1sec to once per 1 second does significantly reduce total space used in UndoLog schemes (FDR
or ReVive) and Page. Even then, however, the space use in these schemes can reach hundreds of gi-
gabytes to capture what amounts to tens of minutes of execution. In contrast, HARE’s and Euripus’s
consolidation effectively changes the checkpoint frequency for older checkpoints, allowing them to
use a limited amount of space regardless of checkpointing frequency. In most applications HARE
and Euripus when checkpointing every 0.1 or 1 sec consume similar amounts of space. More im-
portantly, checkpointing every 0.1 sec with consolidation enabled often uses an order of magnitude
14With every element in the list storing two addresses the virtual address of the block checkpointed and they physical












































































Figure 27: Memory requirements of UndoLog, Hare and EuripusUR after a number of checkpoints
has been created for a checkpointing interval of 0.5 sec.
less space than when consolidation-less UndoLog or Page use when checkpointing every 1 sec.
It should be noted that HARE’s and Euripus’s advantage over consolidation-less schemes grows
as execution proceeds: Figure 27 shows the total memory requirements after a number of check-
points is constructed (checkpointing interval of 0.5sec) for HARE, Euripus with both undo and
redo-log creation enabled (EuripusUR), and for UndoLog for several applications. The trend is to-
wards linear growth in UndoLog and logarithmic growth in HARE and Euripus for long-running
applications like lbm, GemsFDTD. Dedup is an example of an application that creates only a few
checkpoints so the benefit of consolidation is limited. In dedup we can also observe the memory
requirements of EuripusUR compared to HARE. In Euripus, young checkpoints share few blocks,
which explains the higher memory requirements of Euripus compared to HARE during the first 20
checkpoint intervals. But once a sufficient number of consolidations happen, e.g. after interval 25,
the extra blocks are eliminated and HARE and Euripus have similar memory overheads.
Overall, HARE and Euripus have one to two orders of magnitude less memory requirements
than consolidation-less techniques, and have the advantage of providing consolidatable checkpoints
at low performance overheads, similar to prior techniques. Euripus additionally has managed to
created both types of checkpoints, undo and redo-log at the same time, delivering the same memory
requirements for limited additional performance cost.
3.6.7 Reverse Execution Latency
The previous sections demonstrated the performance and memory requirements of the HARE and






























































Figure 28: Program memory recovery latency of GemsFDTD when reverse-executing a number of
seconds of original program execution using undo-log only (Euripus UL, HARE UL) and redo-log
(Euripus UR, HARE UL) checkpoints.
managed to significantly reduce the total memory requirements of reverse-execution through consol-
idation. The two techniques have selected to create different types of checkpoints, HARE redo-log
and Euripus both undo and redo-log, a design choice that directly affects the hardware cost and
complexity of their hardware accelerators, with HARE having a lower hardware cost. This Section
evaluates the reverse-execution latency that the two techniques can achieve, and verify if they can
meet the goal of supporting the programmer’s intuitive notion that reverse and forward execution
should have similar “speed”.
To evaluate the latency for each technique, additional experiments are performed, where is es-
timated the latency of varying amounts of reverse-execution (from back-stepping one instruction
to undoing the entire execution), all starting from the same state (the very end of the application’s
execution). It would take years to get these results through cycle-accurate simulation, so for this
evaluation the of reverse-execution latency is estimated as follows:
t reverse-execution latency = trestore application + treplay application
I am assuming that the time to replay the application until the point of interest in the program’s
execution is the same as the original forward execution of the program. For the time to restore
the application to a specific point in time I estimate the time to apply a checkpoint and restore the
program to a prior point in time. The best type of checkpoint to use to recover the application to a
specific point in time depends on the number of checkpoints necessary to recover the application’s
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memory state at that specific point in time. For the case where undo-log checkpoints are being
used the debugger will have to apply in reverse-order all undo-log checkpoints until we reach the
point of interest, whereas when redo-log checkpoints are being created the debugger has to start
from a full-application checkpoint and then apply all incremental redo-log checkpoints in forward
creation order. Figure 28 shows the time in seconds the debugger will spend restoring the program
state of GemsFDTD when reverse-executing a number of seconds of original program execution,
when using undo-log or redo-log checkpoints for Euripus and HARE (HARE constructs undo-logs
by converting the redo-logs). The further the programmer wants to back-track in the program’s
execution the higher the recovery cost for undo-log checkpoints, because more checkpoints have
to be applied to recover the program state. Redo-log checkpoints have almost the inverse cost
than undo-log checkpoints with back-tracking only a limited number of instructions having the
highest cost. The interactivity sensitive area of bidirectional debugging is the one close to the
program’s end of execution, where the programmer is expected to perform most reverse-execution
operations in order to identify the cause of a bug. Using undo-log checkpoints the state can be
restored in less than a second, while when using redo-log checkpoints it will require several seconds,
rendering bidirectional debugging less interactive. Executing further is the past, the program state
recovery cost is going to have diminishing effects because the reverse-execution latency is going to
be dominated by the program’s replay time15. A specific selection algorithm cannot be proposed,
because that would require an implementation of a reverse-debugger and profiling information, but
a simple heuristic can be based on selecting the type of checkpoint that will need to restore the less
amount of memory.
Euripus has the ability to create both types of checkpoints so the debugger could select the type
of checkpoint with the lowest estimated recovery latency. HARE creates only redo-log checkpoints
and has to convert them to undo-log checkpoints when the application back-tracks only a limited
number of instructions. HARE performs the conversion by doing a linear search between check-
points, similar to a checkpoint consolidation, and finds the oldest value of a block. To estimate the
latency to recover application’s memory state, shown in Figure 28, I profiled in the simulator the
15Checkpoints are distributed exponentially over time in the past, so the further the programmer back-tracks the more
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Figure 29: Comparison of reverse-execution latency with forward execution time for HARE and
Euripus for different applications.
time the hardware engine of HARE and Euripus require to restore a checkpoint, for different sizes
of checkpoints, as well as the time necessary to perform a linear search between two checkpoints.
Using PIN [45], I estimated the distribution of checkpoints in time at the end of the programs’s
execution, as well as their sizes and the number of searches that will have to be performed in order
to convert HARE’s redo-log checkpoints. For the case of HARE, I found in my experiments that
converting the redo-logs to undo-logs and applying the undo-logs has lower recovery latency when
reverse-executing only a few instructions than using redo-logs, because the second approach will
have to restore a lot more memory, which has higher cost than converting the checkpoints. Using
the profiling information I estimated the reverse-execution latency that a user is going to experience
when back-tracking a number of instructions. Figure 29 shows the reverse-execution latency of
HARE and Euripus, that the user is going to experience when back-tracking up to 3 seconds in the
application’s past from the point of a program crash, for 3 representative applications.
Reverse-execution’s latency appears to have a “choppy” form. This effect is caused by how
the checkpoint-and-replay implementation of reverse-execution works: it restores a checkpoint that
precedes a target position, then re-executes until that target position is reached. For target positions
within the same checkpoint interval (the same checkpoint is restored), replay time grows as we
reverse-execute fewer instructions – reversing to the beginning of the checkpoint interval results in
negligible replay time, while reversing to the end of the checkpoint interval requires replay of the
entire checkpoint interval. As a result, the reverse-execution latency shown in Figure 29 “jumps”















Figure 30: Maximum and average memory recovery latency speedup of Euripus over HARE for
checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and
PARSEC benchmarks.
to be restored, but then smoothly improves as fewer instructions in that checkpoint interval are
replayed.
The overall trend shown in Figure 29 for HARE and Euripus matches what the user (of the
debugger) expects from long-term reverse-execution: its “speed” is similar to forward execution.
For short-term reverse-execution, the intuitive expectation is for it to be “instantaneous”, or have
the same latency as forward execution. The largest difference in “speed” between forward and
reverse-execution occurs when executing (or reversing) only one instruction (leftmost point in each
chart): a forward single-step of one instruction takes only nanoseconds, whereas the worst latency
we observe for reverse single-step is about 1 second for Euripus. Although not truly below the
human perception threshold, this is still a highly interactive response that is unlikely to frustrate
programmer, and it can be improved by checkpointing more often (at the cost of some additional
performance loss in forward execution).
Even through HARE will appear interactive to the user, there are cases like mcf (Figure 29(c))
where the cost of converting the redo-log to undo-logs is high and the user is going to notice the
increased reverse-execution latency. Euripus, on the other hand, is not suffering from the additional
checkpoint conversion cost. Euripus creates both types of checkpoints and for the purpose of back-
tracking only a few instructions in the past the debugger can use the undo-logs, which are small
and can restore the application really quickly to a past state, whereas if the user wants to back track
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Figure 31: Forward and reverse-execution latency of Euripus for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5
and 1 seconds.
presents the average and maximum memory recovery speed, for all the benchmark suites for check-
pointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, of Euripus over HARE that the user is going to experience
when back-tracking within 3 seconds from the end of the application’s execution. The 3 second
window can be considered as representative of interactive critical operations that the user will try
to perform. Euripus has up to two times less memory recovery latency on average compared to
HARE, with the maximums exceeding three and four times. The overhead of checkpoint conver-
sion of HARE depends on the overlap between checkpoints and the resulting number of checkpoints
that have to be searched at the end of the execution. On average, there is lower overlap between con-
secutive checkpoints in higher checkpointing frequencies, and more checkpoints have to be search.
The maximum values shown in Figure 30 do not follow necessarily this trend, e.g. for SPEC FP,
because for specific applications when checkpointing at lower frequencies the cost of conversion
can be higher, becasue the checkpoints to be searched are bigger. Note that the memory recovery
cost of each mechanism is going to have diminishing effects on the reverse-execution latency when
back-tracking further in the past, because it is going to be dominated by the program’s replay time.
A solution to HARE’s checkpoint conversion cost would be to checkpoint less frequently, but
such option would affect directly the reverse-execution latency. Figure 31 presents the reverse-
execution latency of Euripus for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 second, when reverse-
executing only a limited number of instructions. Decreasing the checkpointing frequency increases
the number of instructions the debugger has to re-execute at reverse-execution time, resulting in
higher latencies. Euripus does not suffer from the checkpoint conversion cost of HARE, and as it
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Figure 32: Reverse-execution latency speedup when Euripus’s meta-data are used to accelerate
“reverse-continue” for read or write watchpoints, and comparison with a technique that keeps track
of the same information at the page granularity, for the SPEC INT (CINT) and SPEC FP (CFP)
applications.
Overall, HARE and Euripus have achieved one of the primary goals, which was to make bidirec-
tional debugging interactive to the user. Euripus has lower reverse-execution latencies than HARE
because it can create both types of checkpoints, and the debugger can use undo-log checkpoints
when the user wants to back-track only a few instructions, which needs to appear instantaneous to
the user.
3.6.8 Enhanced Reverse Execution Functionality
As described in Section 3.4.4, the reverse-execution latency of operations like “reverse-continue”
can be reduced by exploiting the checkpoint meta-data and replaying only the intervals where the
addresses monitored by watchpoints are actually read or written, thus finding a lot faster the last
time a given address was accessed. To estimate the effect of such a technique, I profiled the SPEC
applications (Figure 32), using PIN [45], and every one thousand load operations one was randomly
selected. For this load operation the latency of a “reverse-continue” operation was estimated, when










































































Figure 33: Performance overhead breakdown of Euripus with enabled read tracking for checkpoint-
ing interval of 0.5 sec.
case of a write watchpoint).
Figure 32 presents the speed-up that this technique can achieve when checkpointing every 0.1
seconds, over the typical approach that replays all intervals. Euripus keeps track of the read and
write information at the granularity of blocks, since this is the default memory tracking granularity.
Euripus is also compared against a technique that uses the same approach with the only difference
that keeps track of read or writes at the granularity of pages, thus the probability of a false positive
is higher. Overall, exploiting the Euripus meta-data can speed-up “reverse-continue” more than
60% percent on average across all applications for the case of read watchpoints and 40% for write



















Figure 34: Performance overhead of Euripus with read tracking enabled for checkpointing intervals
of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 sec, for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
than coarse (page), especially for pointer intensive applications or applications with non-regular
memory access patterns, characteristics which describe the majority of the SPEC INT applications.
On the other hand, floating point applications experience little benefit from the finer granularity,
primarily because they continuously read and write to the same data, and a write or a read operation
to a page is frequently followed by another read operation within the same checkpointing interval.
Figure 33 presents the breakdown of the performance overhead when read-tracking is enabled
for Euripus for a checkpointing interval of 0.5 sec. On average, the performance overheads of Eu-
ripus still remain less than 20% across all benchrmarks. The additional functionality increases the
overheads for Euripus because now apart from the blocks that are written for the first time, the ad-
dress of the read blocks are also sent to the engine. As a result the occupancy of the engine increases,
causing the execution to stall when the engine if full both for the read and write instructions. This
behavior hurts the performance of applications which already experience high overheads, such as
GemsFDTD and milc. Unfortunately, I observed that two Parsec applications, canneal and stream-
cluster, suffer from prohibitively high overheads , more than 100% for the case of canneal. Both
benchmarks are read intensive and suffer high read L2 cache miss-rates. When a read block gets
replaced from the L2 cache, Euripus looses the read information, and when the block is read again,
Euripus will assume that it did not update the meta-data for this block and send it to the engine again.
This behavior results in increased traffic to the engine, which becomes full more often and delays
read operations. Delaying a read typically has higher performance cost than a write, because reads
are part of the critical path of the execution, and delaying a read results in delaying all following
instructions, including instruction fetch, which are dependent on the read’s value.
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Finally, Figure 34 presents the performance overhead of Euripus with read-tracking enabled for
the worst performing applications and the averages for checkpointing intervals of 0.1, 0.5 and 1
second. As expected, reducing the checkpointing frequency, reduces the performance overheads.
For the case of read-tracking at higher checkpointing frequencies, the read-tracking meta-data of
the caches are more frequently cleared, resulting in the same read blocks to be sent to the Euripus
engine again, increasing the occupancy of the engine and causing the same performance degradation
as previously described.
3.7 Summary
Bidirectional debugging is a powerful debugging technique that allows program execution to pro-
ceed both forward and in reverse. Many software-only techniques and tools have emerged that
use checkpointing and replay to provide the effect of reverse-execution, although with consider-
able performance overheads in both forward and reverse-execution. Recent hardware proposals for
checkpointing and execution replay minimize these performance overheads, but in a way that pre-
vents checkpoint consolidation, a key technique for reducing memory use while retaining the ability
to reverse long periods of execution.
This chapter presents HARE and Euripus, two low-cost hardware techniques that efficiently
support both checkpointing and consolidation. My experiments show that HARE and Euripus in-
cur small (<3%) performace overheads even when checkpointing one hundrent times per second,
provide reverse-execution times similar to forward execution times, and reduce the total space used
by checkpoints by a factor of 36 on average (this factor gets better for longer runs) relative to prior
consolidation-less hardware schemes. Euripus also provides functionality for creating both undo
and redo-log checkpoints allowing the debugger to further reduce reverse-execution latency, while




HYBRID HARDWARE ACCELERATED CHECKPOINTING FOR RECOVERY
FROM A WIDE RANGE OF ERRORS AND DETECTION LATENCIES
System reliability is an increasingly challenging problem. A running program or the entire system
can be affected by errors that range from transient errors in a processor, to permanent hardware
failures, to software bugs, to human mistakes. A common method for recovering from errors is to
create checkpoints during the execution of the program and, when an error is detected, restore the
program to a previous error-free state and resume execution.
Errors can be caused at any level of the system architecture from the processor to the application,
and can propagate through the hardware/software stack resulting in erroneous program execution
or an application or system crash. Decreasing device sizes, as a result of Moore’s Law, render
processors increasingly vulnerable [13] to errors and failures, e.g. transient failures from particle
strikes and intermittent or permanent faults due to wear-out phenomena. The reliability problem is
well-known in massively parallel processing (MPP) systems, where the probability of a hardware
error increases with the number of cores of the system and the Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) of
a system can be as low as 6.5 hours [74]. Processor errors, either transient or permanent, still
comprise only a fraction of all possible error types a system has to recover from (responsible for
42% of hardware outages [83]), while the other most common cause of failures are memory errors,
followed by network, software or environment (e.g. power failures), etc. For the case of DRAM
more specifically, a recent study [85], that was based on field data, demonstrated that one third of
the machines will suffer a recoverable error, while 1.3% of them will encounter an uncorrectable
one, which corresponds to error rates that are orders of magnitude higher than previously estimated.
To identify and recover from the multiple types of errors, systems can use two approaches:
forward error recovery (FER) or backward error recovery (BER). Solutions which rely on FER use
resource redundancy [7], which replicates structures of the system (e.g. processor), and execute the
same operation (e.g. program) multiple times, using voting to select the final result. Such solutions
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provide systems with the highest degree of availability, but are very expensive in terms of power,
cost and performance overheads.
The lower-cost BER approach relies on checkpoints/logs to restore execution to a safe point that
existed before the occurrence of the error, then restart execution from there. The recovery time of
BER is a function of the time to restore the state of the system (processor, memory, etc) and the
time necessary to re-execute the program until the point of the error. This recovery time can be
minimized through frequent checkpointing and low-latency error detection supported by low-cost
hardware and software techniques [28, 71, 82, 107] which identify processor errors by their effects
on higher levels of the system. All these solutions can identify and recover from an error within
several milliseconds of program execution, but still there is a small percent, < 2%, of processor
errors [82] which can escape that recoverability window. Other errors, such as memory corruption,
partial power supply failures, etc. can have even longer detection latencies. Finally, some failures,
such as total loss of power, knock out the detection and recovery mechanisms along with the rest of
the system, so recovery from them requires full-state checkpoints in non-volatile storage. Although
long-detection-latency and catastrophic failures represent a small percentage of errors, they result
in much longer recovery times, so they still have a major impact on the overall availability and
recoverability of the system.
There are two types of memory checkpoints that BER can use, undo-log and redo-log check-
points. Undo-log checkpoints [1, 68, 94] save the memory state necessary to restore the program
from the current point in time to the point T in the past. Frequent undo-log checkpoints, com-
bined with low-latency error detection mechanisms [82] can provide low recovery latency. The
main disadvantage of undo-log checkpoints is that they require the “current” state of the memory
to be preserved in spite of the failure, rendering them unsuitable for recovery from hard errors such
as DRAM or power failures, or from errors that may have corrupted a large amount of in-memory
state. Redo-log checkpoints can overcome this problem by restoring the system state starting from
a full checkpoint (or the beginning of execution), then applying redo-log information to update the
system to a more recent state. The disadvantage of redo-logs is that they require periodic creation
of a full checkpoint, which includes a copy of the entire memory state of the system, in addition
to the redo-log that keeps updates for recent modifications. In contrast, undo-log checkpoints use
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the existing “current” state of the system as the starting point. When checkpoints are frequent the
modifications represent only a minuscule fraction of the total memory state. As a result, redo-log
checkpoints have traditionally been created infrequently and stored on hard-disks using high perfor-
mance I/O infrastructures [114]. In the future, though, as the number of processors increases, the
increased checkpointing requirements and the limitations of disk storage technologies are expected
to constrain the scaling of application performance [61].
In this chapter I apply the memory checkpointing hardware accelerator Euripus (Section 3.4),
to the problem of reliability and I present Kyma, a hybrid checkpointing mechanism where both
undo-log and redo-log checkpoints are created in order to provide the maximum recovery cover-
age and limit the recovery time from different types of system errors. Kyma has the following
characteristics:
• Exploits the synergies between consecutive undo- and redo-log checkpoints, eliminating the
need for multiple memory tracking mechanisms and reducing the total performance overhead,
by checkpointing memory addresses common across consecutive undo and redo-logs only
once.
• Uses a specialized hardware engine to create checkpoints in parallel with the program execu-
tion.
• Creates undo-log checkpoints frequently (e.g. every 10ms), for quick recovery from transient
errors with short detection latencies, but also establishes incremental redo-log checkpoints
less frequently (e.g. every 1s) to enable recovery from hard system errors or errors that escape
early detection.
• Employs meta-data structures which enable the consolidation of redo-log checkpoints, creat-
ing additional checkpoints at different frequencies (e.g. every minute or hour) for no addi-
tional memory copying cost, assisting future multi-level checkpointing techniques.
• Provides high availability with the assistance of multi-level checkpointing.
• Allows the system to adjust the number and frequency of checkpoints depending on its error
detection latency characteristics and available memory for storing checkpoints.
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Overall, Kyma incurs overheads of ∼ 2% on average even at high checkpointing frequencies
(every 10ms for undo-log and 1sec for redo-log checkpoints), while creating a wave1 of checkpoints
that follows program execution (e.g. at 10ms, 1s, 1 minute, and 1 hour distances), enabling the
efficient recovery from both catastrophic failures and non-catastrophic ones, and across a wide
variety of detection latencies (milliseconds to one hour).
The rest of this chapter describes the different errors types and error detection techniques (Sec-
tion 4.1), reviews existing checkpointing techniques (Section 4.2), provides an overview of Kyma
(Section 4.3) and discusses Kyma’s implementation details (Section 4.4), then presents the quanti-
tative evaluation of Kyma (Section 4.5) and summarizes (Section 4.6).
4.1 Fault Types and Detection Mechanisms
System reliability is an increasingly important problem that does not only involve mission criti-
cal systems, such as satellites or space shuttles, but also affects other systems which are used for
commercial or scientific purposes.
4.1.1 Fault Types
Today’s computing systems and processors can suffer from multiple types of faults. Faults are
typically divided in three categories [93]: transient, permanent and intermittent.
Transient Faults Transient is a fault that occurs only once and does not have a persistent behavior.
When such faults manifest as errors are called soft errors or single event upsets. Typical causes of
such faults are cosmic radiation [115, 116] and alpha particles [48].
Permanent Faults Permanent faults, also known as hard faults, are caused at some point in time,
and can keep generating errors until the faulty component is replaced. Causes of such faults are, e.g.
for the case of processors, physical wear-out phenomena caused by electromigration [18, 29], or a
break down of a transistor’s gate oxide [43, 62]. Other causes of permanent faults are fabrication
defects that were not discovered during testing after fabrication, or design bugs [9] that were not
exposed during the processor’s validation process.
1Kyma means wave in Greek.
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Intermittent Faults Intermittent faults occur for a period of time, but not continuously, generating
multiple errors. Causes of such faults are components that are close to the end of their life-cycle,
and cause multiple errors before failing permanently [20].
The previous types of errors do not only describe processor errors, but also errors than can occur
in any component of the system, e.g. network, storage, or power.
4.1.2 Error Detection Mechanisms
There is a plethora of error detection techniques, focused on specific components of the system,
or providing coverage for multiple types of errors. The most common error detection technique is
based on redundancy, which can be implemented either as component, temporal, or finally informa-
tion redundancy. Redundancy replicates computation/information, repeating each computation/op-
eration multiple times and comparing the generated results. When the results do not much then an
error has been detected and the system initiates recovery.
Component Redundancy Component redundancy replicates structures multiple times , e.g. N for
n-modular redundancy (NMR) [105]. The most common form of modular redundancy is triple-
modular redundancy (TMR) which is usually employed in critical systems, such as planes [113] or
reliable systems such as the Tandem S2 [49], or the HP NonStop [7]. Common characteristic of
all such systems is that they replicate components of the system (processor, memory, disks), which
execute the same operations independently in lockstep and compare their results at the end. The
correct result is selected based on the majority. Systems such as the one employed by Boeing [113]
go a step further and use different devices for each replicated component, e.g. they use three differ-
ent processors from 3 different manufacturers, in order to identify any potential design bugs that a
specific processor might have.
TMR generally incurs high overheads in terms of power/performance/cost. Recent processor de-
signs have enabled alternative methods of redundant execution. AR-SMT [77] makes use of SMT
processors, executing a redundant thread in parallel with the original thread and periodically com-
paring the results. Mukherjee et al. [57,75] follow a similar approach, but instead they make use of
the additional cores that today’s processors have, executing again replicas of the original program
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and comparing the generated results. Another form of redundant execution is DIVA [3], which uses
a specialized checker processor, that verifies the correctness of the executed instructions before they
get committed by the main processor.
Temporal Redundancy Temporal redundancy attempts to reduce the cost of component redun-
dancy by requiring the same hardware resources as non component-redundant systems, but execut-
ing the same operation multiple times in different points in time. Temporal redundancy is based on
the observation that transient errors affect the behavior of the system for a limited amount of time.
For example, executing the same operation in the same functional unit is not going to suffer again
from the same error, thus detecting any fault in the original computation. Temporal redundancy
reduces the hardware requirements of the system, but still has a significant performance cost; the
system’s performance is half of a system that would execute no redundant operations.
Information Redundancy Information redundancy uses additional information in order to detect
errors. An example are error-detecting codes (EDC) [106] which use additional bit information
in order to encode the original information. The additional information allow EDC to detect and
recover from errors by reconstructing the original information. Examples of EDC’s are parity, where
an additional parity bit is stored with every block of data, and ECC. Such codes are extensively used
in today’s architectures such as Alpha [37] or Power 4 [14], and allow the system to detect and
recover from transient errors that affect structures such as the register file, the caches, or main
memory. A limitation of EDC’s is that, given the additional information they use, they can recover
from a given number of errors. Unfortunately, EDC codes of data are not checked unless the data
is accessed, thus it is highly possible that multiple errors, beyond repair, might accumulate to a
memory location. For this reason memory scrubbing has been proposed [56] as a method to limit
this phenomenon. Moreover, for the purpose of detecting and recovering from specific categories
of memory faults, such as stuck-at faults, specialized techniques have been proposed [88].
Given redundancy’s high costs, alternative error detection mechanisms have been developed
which try not necessarily to identify the error itself, but instead its effects on the normal execu-
tion of the system. Such mechanisms try to identify and verify program invariants [38, 50, 73], by
checking that the control flow [21, 46, 86] or the data flow [46, 50] of the program follows the same
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regular patterns. Other techniques, such as ReStore [107], try to identify micro-architectural behav-
ior anomalies by inspecting rare hardware events (e.g. page faults), or are concerned only with the
errors that affect the software and cause it to crash, as in SWAT [42, 82]. There are also software or
is identified beyond the expected detection latency. Including such error detectors in the system will
require to provide recovery mechanisms that can still recover the system if an error escapes early
detection.
System recovery can be accomplished using two methods: Forward Error Recovery (FER) and
Backwards Error Recovery (BER). FER is typically implemented with the use of NMR. When
an error is detected, the system can recover immediately from the error by isolating the faulty
component and continue executing with any components still operational. In BER, the system stops
execution, replaces the faulty component if necessary, recovers to a past error-free state and resumes
execution. Such a recovery mechanism is typically implemented with the use of checkpoints.
4.2 Checkpointing for Reliability
Checkpointing, as described in Chapter 2, is typically used by reliability [1, 68, 94] and debug-
ging [110, 111] mechanisms which require to roll-back the program/system to a past state S that
existed at time T . Undo-logging uses a log with the old values of the addresses which have been
modified between time T and the next checkpoint (or present time). To roll back to state S, undo-
logs are applied to the current state, starting with the most recent log, effectively undoing changes
that were made since time T . The other approach, redo-logging, saves at time T the new values of
locations that were modified between the previous checkpoint and time T . To roll back, it restores
the state from an older full checkpoint C, then updates it with subsequently created logs until state
S is reached. Figure 35 illustrates the two approaches. For a given time interval, between time T
and T + 1, both approaches track memory modifications. For an address which is written for the
first time in the current interval (e.g. B), undo-logging copies old data to the undo-log and marks
it as checkpointed. A following write to an address which has already been checkpointed (B) does
not result in another entry in the undo-log checkpoint. Note that log entries are finally ordered ac-
cording to the order data addresses are modified by the program. To create a redo-log checkpoint
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Figure 35: Undo-log and redo-log checkpoint creation.
the execution of the program and, at the end of the interval, copy the newest values of the modified
addresses. This approach allows the log to be sorted by address (Figure 35).
Because rollback with undo-logging begins with the current state of the system, it can only be
used if the “current” state is preserved, which limits its scope. In contrast, redo-logging provides
recovery even if all of the current state is lost (e.g. by loss of power) but is less efficient because
it saves data in bursts and needs to create full-state checkpoints. Note that redo-log checkpoints
can only be used to recover from such catastrophic failures if they are saved to non-volatile mem-
ory. Conversely, undo-log checkpoints need not be saved to non-volatile memory, because they are
rendered useless by failures that result in losing the current DRAM state.
In terms of implementation, checkpointing can be done at the level of the application [16], run
time library [63] or the operating system [90, 95]. Software implementations typically keep track
of the memory modifications at the page granularity, using existing page protection and dirty bit
mechanisms, and suffer from significant overheads when checkpointing is done frequently, primar-
ily because the frequent copying activity competes with the application for processor time, while
frequent checkpointing causes some frequently modified blocks to be copied often (once to each
checkpoint).
Hardware support is necessary for efficient and low overhead high frequency checkpointing.
Hardware mechanisms [68, 89, 94] cause low performance overhead by efficiently tracking the
memory modification at block based granularity and overlapping the program execution with the
checkpoint creation. ReVive [68] and SafetyNet [94] create undo-log checkpoints at frequencies
from 10ms to 100ms to recover from transient errors in the processors or the system (e.g. lost net-
work packets). Both schemes modify the caches [94] or the coherency protocol [68] to keep track
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of the checkpointed blocks and log the old data of a block when it is modified for the first time
in a checkpoint interval. The main difference between ReVive [68] and SafetyNet [94] is that it
ReVive stores the checkpoints in memory, while SafetyNet uses only on-chip buffering, allowing
ReVive to tolerate longer error detection latencies, as well as processor failures at the cost of more
performance overhead.
To reduce the memory requirements of systems which need to maintain multiple checkpoints,
as in bidirectional debugging, software solutions proposed the consolidation of checkpoints [12].
A consolidated checkpoint is the union of the set of addresses of the two input checkpoints, while
duplicate entries (addresses common to both checkpoints) maintain the data of the latest check-
point. In Chapter 3, I have presented two hardware accelerators, HARE and Euripus, which can
create consolidation-friendly checkpoints. Both techniques are designed for the problem of bidirec-
tional debugging, and have demonstrated that consolidatable checkpoints can be created at a low
performance cost, while reducing by orders of magnitude the memory requirements of bidirectional
debugging.
Another important consideration for checkpointing, especially redo-logging, is persistent stor-
age. Frequent redo-log checkpointing would far exceed the available bandwidth of disk drives. A
promising storage technology for frequent redo-logging is phase change memory (PCM), a non-
volatile memory technology that is expected to scale beyond the technology limitations of DRAM
in the future [35]. Compared to DRAM, PCM has a higher access latency and a limited num-
ber of writes that can be done over its lifetime. Still, in both aspects PCM is far superior to both
disks and flash memory. Recent research results have demonstrated that the limitations of PCM
can be overcome when it is used as the main system memory [40, 70], how its lifetime can be im-
proved [87], and how to utilize PCM for constructing efficient file-systems [19]. Dong et al. [22]
demonstrate through the use of analytical models the scalability of checkpointing schemes which
use PCM memory in future exascale systems.
4.3 The Kyma Checkpointing Technique
Kyma is an adaptation of the Euripus hardware checkpointing technique for the purposes of reli-
ability. In Kyma the goal is to provide multiple recovery points to the system in order to reduce
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the re-execution time during recovery and improve the efficiency/availability of the system. Unlike
bidirectional debugging, where both types of checkpoints could be used interchangeably to restore
a past program state and the type to be used was selected based on reducing reverse-execution’s
latency, in reliability the two types of checkpoints have limitations regarding the types of errors
they can be used to recover the system from: undo-log checkpoints can be used to recover the sys-
tem quickly from errors that have not corrupted the non-checkpointed system state, while redo-log
checkpoints can recover the system from any type of error, at an increased recovery cost. The two
types of checkpoints are used to recover different components of the system: undo-log checkpoints
are used to recover quickly from transient errors, e.g processor errors, similar to ReVive [68], while
redo-log are used to recover from catastrophic faults that happen in systems, e.g. non-recoverable
memory errors, network errors, power failures, etc. Since undo-logs, are targeting transient or inter-
mittent faults, which are typically detected quickly enough, I have decided in Kyma to maintain a
limited number of undo-log checkpoints, similar to other hardware recovery techniques that target
the same type of errors [1, 68, 94], and to rely on redo-logs to recover from errors that escape early
detection and there is not an undo-log checkpoint to be used to recover from.
Kyma exploits the synergies between undo and redo-log checkpoints similar to Euripus (Sec-
tion 3.4.2) to create both undo- and redo-log checkpoints efficiently, and to overcome the perfor-
mance, storage bandwidth, and recovery latency limitations of prior checkpointing schemes. Kyma
creates undo-log checkpoints frequently (10ms - 100ms) to provide low recovery latency from early-
detected errors. It then exploits the synergy between undo- and redo-logs to efficiently create redo-
logs at second-level intervals that enable recovery from more severe errors. Because some error
detection latencies can be longer than one second, Kyma consolidates redo-log checkpoints to also
create minute- or hour-level redo-log checkpoints. A full checkpoint is also maintained, created at
the beginning of the execution and updated by the incremental redo-log checkpoints. These redo-log
checkpoints allow Kyma to recover quickly from errors that escape the detection latency of mecha-
nisms which rely on undo-log checkpoints [82], or which cannot be recovered from using undo-logs
(e.g. because of a DRAM error).
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Figure 36: Distribution of undo-log and redo-log intervals over time.
and can adjust without incurring significant additional performance overheads to specific check-
pointing configurations, as will be shown in the evaluation (Section 4.5). The exact number of
undo- and redo-log checkpoints, the frequency at which they are created, and the distribution of
incremental redo-log checkpoints over-time are decided by the recovery mechanism [22, 53] based
on the following parameters: 1) the expected frequency of errors at every checkpointing level, 2) the
resiliency of the checkpointing level to errors (e.g. checkpoints stored in DRAM) 3) the latency of
error detection mechanisms, 4) the size, and 5) the available memory of the system. For the purpose
of describing and evaluating Kyma I am assuming the frequencies and distribution of checkpoints
shown in Figures 36 and 37.
Kyma creates undo-log checkpoints (UL) every 10ms and maintains a limited number of com-
pleted checkpoints (e.g. 2), plus one that is under construction; this approach allows Kyma to roll-
back the program state by several milli-seconds (e.g. 30) using undo-logs (Figure 37). Undo-log
checkpoints older than the selected number are discarded (and their memory freed/recycled). While
creating undo-logs, Kyma also tracks modified blocks for the next redo-log checkpoint (which is
in the modification-tracking stage at the time) and leverages undo-log data copying to save data
to the previous redo-log checkpoint (which is in the data-copying stage at the time). A redo-log
checkpoint is completed every second; after a new redo-log checkpoint is created, the previous one
is consolidated into a consolidated redo-log (CRL) checkpoint for the current minute-long interval.
At the end of the minute, the minute-scale CRL is completed and the prior one is then consolidated
into the hourly checkpoint for the current hour-long interval. At the end of the hour, the new hour-
scale checkpoint is complete and the old one is used to update the full checkpoint, which is assumed





Figure 37: Distribution of undo-logs and redo-logs checkpoints over time.
longer than 30ms), Kyma restores the full checkpoint and then applies hour- , minute-, and second-
scale checkpoints until the error latency interval is reached2. For example, if the error detection
latency for a particular error is one hour or less, Kyma would just restore the full checkpoint. If the
detection latency is one second, Kyma restores all but the second-scale checkpoints.
The hierarchy of checkpoints in Kyma also provides for bandwidth management for memory,
PCM, and disk. Undo-log checkpoints are created frequently (10-100ms), so they require very
high write bandwidth (up to 900MB/s for some applications (Figure 38). This bandwidth can be
supported by DRAM memory, where Kyma stores undo-log checkpoints. Redo-log checkpoints
created each second still require significant bandwidth (almost 800MB/s for the SPECFP applica-
tion [96]), but are saved in PCM that can sustain this write bandwidth. Consolidation of redo-logs
only requires meta-data changes (no copying of data blocks) and consumes far less bandwidth than
data copying. Finally, hour-scale updates are sent to disk, but the bandwidth requirements for this
can easily be sustained by modern disk drives – as shown in Figure 38, even if minute-scale check-
points were sent to disk, the required bandwidth would be only up to 35MB/s. Most importantly the
construction of the redo-logs at the different levels is not part of the critical path of the application’s
execution: the application does not have to stop execution in order to create the create the check-
points, since checkpoint consolidation can be done in the background by Kyma’s hardware engine,
or an idle processor.
To create the two types of checkpoints, Kyma uses the following approach: A) For undo-log
checkpoints, Kyma keeps track of the checkpointed blocks in a given undo-log interval (ULI) as
described in Section 4.4.1. B) For establishing redo-log checkpoints Kyma takes advantage of the
two properties of the undo-log and redo-log checkpoints, similar to Euripus. First, Kyma uses the
2To avoid over-writing multiple times addresses common across checkpoints Kyma’s meta-data allow to consolidate
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Figure 38: Maximum and average memory bandwidth requirements in MB/s of checkpointing
mechanisms for different checkpointing intervals (in seconds) when using block or page tracking
granularities for the SPEC 2006 [96] floating point (CFP), integer (CINT) and PARSEC 2.1 [8]
benchmarks.
meta-data of the multiple undo-log checkpoints that are created during a redo-log interval (RLI)
(Figure 36) in order to construct the set of modified addresses for the given RLI and create a
redo-log checkpoint. Second, Kyma identifies the block addresses which belong both to the current
undo-log intervals (ULIn+1,1, . . . , ULIn+1,100) and to the previous redo-log interval (RLIn). The
first time such block is identified (e.g. in ULIn+1,1 ) it is stored directly to the redo-log checkpoint
for RLIn in PCM, and the undo-log meta-data of ULIn+1,1 is updated to point to the same block
in PCM. If this address is found again in following ULIs, it is saved to DRAM because it does
not represent the newest values for RLIn. This method eliminates future reads and writes that
Kyma would have to perform for creating the redo-log checkpoint of RLIn, reducing the memory
bandwidth requirements.
Another important problem when restoring a system is recovering I/O (e.g. network). Kyma is
orthogonal to existing techniques for restoring I/O (e.g. ReViveI/O [58]). The support for frequent
undo-log checkpointing and quick recovery from transient errors can reduce the necessary buffering.
Section 4.4.4 further describes how Kyma interacts with I/O.
4.4 Implementation Details of Kyma
4.4.1 Undo-Log Checkpointing
Kyma’s undo-logging uses a mechanism similar to the one used by Euripus’s prior techniques,
ReVive [68] and SafetyNet [94]. It uses an extra checkpoint-bit in the tag arrays for the L1 and L2
caches to identify which blocks were already saved in the current interval. When a block is written
in L1, the checkpoint-bit is checked. If this bit is 1, the block has already been saved in the current
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undo-log interval and not further Kyma action is needed. If the checkpoint-bit is 0, the block’s data
is sent to the undo-log, the checkpoint-bit is set to 1, and only then the write proceeds to modify the
data. When the block is written back to the L2 cache the checkpoint-bit is written back as well, but
for blocks written back and replaced from L2 the checkpoint- bit information is not preserved (to
avoid having to keep these bits for all blocks in memory). Thus, when a block is brought into the
L2 cache on a miss, its checkpoint-bit is assumed to be 0. Since Kyma does not need to consolidate
the undo-log checkpoints, the meta-data used is a simple list of address, and not a trie as in the case
of Euripus, where every field contains the address checkpointed and a pointer to where the data is
being store – the data checkpointed can be shared between the undo and the redo-logs and can reside
in either DRAM of PCM.
The undo-log checkpointing approach that Kyma uses, creates global undo-log checkpoints:
when a multi-threaded application crashes, then all the application’s threads are restarted, even
though they might have not suffered an error, or consumed incorrect data generated from a thread
which experienced a fault. An alternative undo-log checkpointing technique is to create coordinated
undo-log checkpoints, similar to Rebound [1]. Regardless of the underlying undo-log construction
mechanism used, the only requirement for Kyma to function correctly is that the redo-log memory-
tracking meta-data is updated, which can be implemented by sending to the Kyma hardware engine
the addresses of the undo-log blocks that were checkpointed.
A second difference between Euripus’s and Kyma’s undo-log mechanisms is that Kyma has to
write back to main memory all dirty cache-lines at the end of the interval. Unlike bidirectional
debugging, in reliability the system has to ensure that the main memory has the full memory state
of the system at the end of every interval. If an error happens in the processor, the assumption is
that part, if not all, the memory state cached on the processor is not accessible any more, and it
is possible that dirty memory locations, that were not checkpointed in the current interval, are not
written back to memory. In such a case, the last undo-log will not be able to recover the system,
because there are modified memory locations which were not checkpointed and main memory does
not hold their latest values.
To write back all dirty lines, one approach is to stop execution until write back finishes, an
approach that would affect the overall performance when trying to write-back the contents of big
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Figure 39: Implications of delayed cache-flushing on error recovery.
shared last level caches3. Kyma, similar to other techniques [1], does a delayed write-back, where
the controller of the cache writes back all dirty lines while the execution continues. To simplify the
complexity of the write back mechanism, Kyma forces all the private caches of each core to write
back to the last level shared cache, during which time execution is paused. Following, the last level
cache updates the main memory in a delayed fashion.
To reduce the number of write-backs, Kyma does not checkpoint the dirty blocks that have
already been checkpointed in the current interval. To identify such blocks, at the end of the
checkpointing interval, Kyma marks the blocks to be flushed and excludes the blocks that have
the checkpoint-bit set. This approach is also applied in the private caches when they flush their data
to the shared last level cache, resulting in only a limited number of blocks to be written back, since
private caches tend to be small and the majority of the data they hold tend to be recently accessed
and thus checkpointed. If a block marked to be written-back gets to be updated, e.g. from a write-
back from a L1 cache, then that block is immediately written-back to memory. Kyma’s optimization
does not affect the correctness of the recovery mechanism. When the delayed cache-flush finishes,
the memory has the oldest values of all memory locations at the beginning of the undo-log interval,
with the exception of the memory locations which have been checkpointed, whose values are stored
in the checkpoint log.
The delayed cache-flush approach affects the checkpoints which can be used to recover the
system when an error occurs. Figure 39 shows the delayed cache-flush process for a number of
intervals. Assume that the undo-log checkpoint under construction is UL2. At time t+2 the contents
3Today’s architectures have more than 8MB of shared L2 or L3 caches.
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of the cache have to be written back to ensure the consistency of memory. The block to be written
back is block Y , because it was modified in interval UL1, but was not replaced from the cache in the
meantime. Block X does not need to be written back at the end of the interval because it is already
checkpointed. The undo-log checkpoint for interval UL2 is not formally established until all blocks
to be flush are written to memory after time δ1. If an error happens during time δ1 then the main
memory state is not going to be consistent, address Y is not going to have the correct value, and
the undo log of UL2 interval cannot be used for recovery to time t+1, instead the system will have
to recover to time t. If an error happens after time δ1 then the state of the main memory is going
to be consistent and the system will be able to recover to time t+1. I will investigate the effects of
cache-flush delay time in the reliability of the system in Section 4.5.3.
4.4.2 Redo-Log Checkpoint Creation and Organization
To construct a redo-log checkpoint at the end of a RLIn, during that RLIn we need to track the set
of modified address for that interval. As we pointed out in Section 4.3, this set of modified addresses
is the same as the set of addresses that were checkpointed by the (many) undo-logs during this redo-
log interval. Therefore, whenever a block is sent to an undo-log checkpoint ULIn,m, its address
is also added to the redo-log meta-data for interval RLIn. At the end of RLIn, this meta-data is
traversed and the included blocks are copied from DRAM to PCM. Kyma could be used to construct
only redo-log checkpoints if necessary. This can be accomplished by using the undo-log mechanism
to just update the redo-log meta-data and not copy the undo-log blocks and meta-data to memory.
As indicated in Section 4.3, a significant number of blocks that belong to the redo-log checkpoint
RLIn are also going to be copied by future undo-log checkpoints ULIn+1,m. For this reason Kyma,
similar to Euripus, does not start the copying of RLIn data as soon as that interval ends. Instead, it
waits for a period of time in RLIn+1, during which blocks that belong to RLIn are saved to PCM
by undo-log activity. This “repurposing” of undo-log writes is done by checking, for each block that
should be saved to the undo-log for ULIn+1,m, if 1) the block’s address is present in the redo-log
meta-data for RLIn and 2) the corresponding data has not been saved yet. In such a case, the data
is saved to PCM, the RLIn meta-data is updated to point to the saved data, and the ULIn+1,m log














Figure 40: Redo-log checkpoint meta-data trie data structure used by Kyma.
Kyma uses the same trie data-structure (Figure 40) as Euripus, with the only difference that
since Kyma is not creating consolidatable undo-logs – the trie is less complex and is used only as
the memory tracking and checkpoint meta-data of the redo-log. Similar to Euripus, Kyma’s redo-log
meta-data serves as a secondary filtering mechanism for the undo-log blocks to be checkpointed.
To perform this secondary filtering, each entry in the redo-log trie also keeps the number of the last
undo-long interval that checkpointed that entry. If the check finds the number of the current undo-
log interval in the redo-log entry, the block has already been saved and does not need to be saved
again (neither in the undo-log nor in any redo-log). Since there is a limited number of undo-log
intervals within a redo-log interval (up to 100, for 10ms undo-log and 1 second redo-log intervals),
this only requires 7 bits in the redo-log entry, and Kyma uses the block offset bits and the unused
bits of the virtual address 4 (which are not needed) to store the ULI number. The ULI number
of every block is a lot more frequently accessed than the pointers to the checkpointed data, and
similarly to Euripus, they are all stored in a header in the L5 node of the trie.
It is possible (and highly likely) that the sets of modified address of two consecutive redo-log
intervals, RLIn and RLIn+1, are not exactly the same. Therefore, at some point Kyma must stop
waiting for undo-logging duringRLIn+1 to save data that belongs toRLIn, and start actively copy-
ing the remaining data for RLIn to PCM. As a first approach, I chose a static redo-log scheduling
policy that starts redo-log construction at the mid-point of interval RLIn+1 (half a second after
RLIn ends). At that point, the Kyma engine traverses the RLIn meta-data and, for each block that
was not already copied (by undo-log activity), reads the block’s data from the application’s memory
4In x86 64-bit architectures the physical address-space is limited to 48 bits [33].
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and saves it to PCM. Meanwhile, Kyma continues monitoring undo-log activity and saving to PCM
any blocks that belong to RLIn but have not yet been reached by Kyma’s copying activity. This
monitoring prevents the application from overwriting any data that should have been saved toRLIn
– any first modification in RLIn+1 will find the checkpoint bit in the cache to be zero, and thus
sends the current (before the modification) value of the block to the undo-logging mechanism. The
undo-log mechanism will in turn check the meta-data for the prior redo-log checkpoint, saving the
block to PCM and updating the pointer in the redo-log.
The static policy that I just described, which is also used by Euripus, imposes two potential
performance constraints: First, it entails the danger that the remaining time will not be sufficient to
finish the construction of the redo-log checkpoint, and the application’s execution will have to stall.
Euripus did not suffer from this problems because the redo-log checkpoints were created in DRAM,
while Kyma’s are stored in PCM, which has approximately one order of magnitude higher write
memory latency than DRAM. The best policy would be the one that adjusts the beginning of the
redo-log construction processes based on the estimate of the expected redo log construction time.
Second, the starting time of active redo-log copying is not based on an estimate of the synergistic
copying that has taken place and can potentially happen in the future. The engine has a bursty
memory access pattern, copying memory blocks aggressively, and leaving little opportunity for
any further synergistic-copying. Ideally the engine should enable redo-log construction only after
it can predict no further synergistic copying will take place. Making such a decision is difficult,
because it requires the engine to maintain extensive profiling information about the behavior of the
program, and be able to predict future memory accesses. A simpler approach is to throttle the redo-
log copying process, allowing only a limited number of outstanding memory copy operations. By
delaying the redo-log construction processes, but not completely stopping it, Kyma can increase the
number of potential synergistic copies, while guarantying that the redo-log is constructed in time:
if the time left to construct the redo-log is not sufficient under throttling, then it is disabled and the
engine starts copying at full speed. Throttling not only increases the number of synergistic copies
that take place, but it also reduces the competition for off-chip bandwidth between the application
and the engine. Non-throttled checkpointing has a bursty memory access pattern, which allows the
checkpoint construction to complete in time, but limits the available bandwidth to the application, a
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phenomenon that I highlighted in the comparison of Euripus with HARE (Figure 17).
To implement an adaptive redo-log construction policy that starts redo-log construction early
enough, as well as throttles redo-log copying, while ensuring timely construction, the following
profiling information is necessary: 1) the rate of synergistic copies, 2) the redo-log block copy
rate at the current throttling level and 3) the average latency per checkpointed block when redo-
log construction happens at full-speed. To estimate the three rates described, the Kyma engine
periodically samples its behavior and keeps statistics about the average number of synergistic copies
and blocks copied in the previous sample. The average latency of full-speed copying is computed by
the engine by periodically creating checkpoints where throttling is disabled. Using this information
the Kyma engine can estimate if under the current throttling rate the redo-log construction will finish
in time. If not, then the engine increases the number of allowed outstanding memory copies. If the
new throttling rate again cannot deliver the checkpoint in time, then it is further decreased until
the point where the engine will not be able to create the checkpoint in time unless no throttling is
applied. The adaptive redo-log construction policy is agnostic to the underlying memory system,
DRAM or PCM, and could be directly applied to Euripus as well.
The system manages the available PCM memory as a free list of blocks maintained by the OS.
When copying a block to PCM, Kyma gets the PCM location from one end of the free list. When
redo-logs are consolidated, freed blocks are returned to the other end of the free list. This “rotation”
of blocks through the free list helps prevent excessive writes to any one block of PCM memory.
Finally, the redo-log meta-data are stored in DRAM and the internal Kyma engine caches them
during the time period when they are updated. Only after all the blocks of the redo-log checkpoint
have been copied to PCM, Kyma starts copying the corresponding meta-data to PCM, starting from
the leaves of the trie structure. When the root of the meta-data and the corresponding pointer to it
have been stored to PCM, the checkpoint is complete and becomes part of the redo-log recovery
state.
4.4.3 Kyma Engine Description
The Kyma hardware engine (Figure 41) is responsible for constructing both the undo-log and the
























Figure 41: Architecture of the Kyma hardware engine.
the cores of the CMP, and is positioned close to the on-chip memory controller for minimizing the
latency to memory. The number of Kyma engines on chip will depend on the number of cores,
and the checkpointing requirements of future systems. The engine receives the blocks to be check-
pointed from the L1 caches of the cores5. In order to differentiate between the processes/threads
running concurrently on the CMP, along with the data to be checkpointed, the L1 also sends the
number of the core which modified the block. Based on the core number the Kyma engine selects
the appropriate undo-log and redo-log checkpoints to insert the data. The OS is responsible for
programming and managing the Kyma engine. When a new process/thread is scheduled in one of
the cores, the OS updates the Kyma engine registers with the following values: 1) the pointers of the
undo-log data and meta-data, 2) the pointers to the roots of the redo-log meta-data for the current
and the previous redo-log intervals (RLIn+1 and RLIn), and 3) the core where it will be running.
Threads of the same processes, which typically share the same address-space, will have the same
set of pointers to undo and redo-log meta-data.
The differences between the Euripus and the Kyma engine are only limited to the algorithm pro-
cessing incoming blocks to be checkpointed, based on the changes I made in the undo and redo-log
construction process. Once a core sends the blocks to be saved in the Kyma engine, they are inserted
in the pending queue. Every block in the pending queue is first processed by the Tree Construction
Engine (TCE), which updates the meta-data for the current redo-log (RLIn+1), performs secondary
5In our architecture we are assuming a snooping cache coherency protocol. In the case of a directory based protocol,
the directory would be responsible for identifying the blocks to be checkpointed, similar to ReVive [68]
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filtering of undo-log writes, and following uses RLIn meta-data to decide whether the block will
be saved to DRAM or PCM. Once the block is processed by the TCE it is forwarded to the memory
interface, which writes the block to either DRAM or PCM and updates the undo-log meta-data, by
issuing requests to the memory interface.
4.4.4 I/O and Multiprocessor Issues
System recovery in the presence of I/O operations poses challenges regarding the correctness of the
state of a system. For example, if during a checkpointing interval the system writes to disk and an
error happens, recovering only the memory state to a past state, while not also handling the disk
state, will leave the system in an inconsistent state. This problem is known as the output-commit
problem [26], and has been addressed for the case of undo-log checkpointing in prior hardware-
assisted mechanisms, such as ReViveI/O [58], where the I/O is delayed until the end of the current
checkpointing interval. This approach guarantees that no error is detected after the I/O is committed
for the current intervals and the system will not have to recover to a point in time before the commit
point.
Kyma is a checkpointing technique which is orthogonal to existing I/O recovery mechanisms.
For the case of the output-commit problem, Kyma follows the same approach as prior techniques
where the undo-log checkpoint is terminated early in the presence of I/O. When recovering the
system using redo-log checkpoints, I am assuming that the Kyma technique is coordinating the
redo-log construction frequencies and intervals with a global recovery mechanism: e.g. Kyma can
be creating local checkpoints in a distributed system as part of a coordinated recovery mechanism,
and the recovery mechanism is responsible for restoring individual nodes to the correct point in time
and restarting network I/O.
Apart from the output commit problem, it is also required that the system correctly keeps track
of the memory state modified by I/O, e.g. a DMA write. Assuming that the system is kept coherent,
when DMA writes to memory any blocks cached on the processor get invalidated. When a DMA
invalidation is sent, the old value of the block is sent to the Kyma engine which updates the undo-log.
As part of Kyma’s operation the redo-log meta-data is also going to be updated, and the modified
memory location is going to be checkpointed at the end of the redo-log interval as well.
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Multi-processor systems also pose a challenge for constructing global checkpoints. A common
characteristic of today’s architectures which can assist, is that the memory controller has moved on-
chip [34]. In such multi-processor systems the memory controller of each processor is responsible
for managing a specific subset of the physical memory. Since the Kyma engine is located close
to a specific memory controller, it is going to be responsible for checkpointing only modifications
to the physical memory managed by a specific memory controller. Kyma will construct a redo-
log checkpoint per memory controller, while the redo-log trie is partitioned across all memory
controllers/Kyma engines, with every Kyma engine managing a different segment of the trie. The
problem which arises, because of this design decision, is how Kyma handles memory locations,
managed by a specific memory controller, which get modified in a core on a different processor.
For the case of global undo-log checkpointing, to ensure correctness, the old value of the modified
block should not be sent to the local Kyma engine, but to the one managing this specific physical
memory subset. Such a solution would consume more off-chip interconnect bandwidth, and an
undo-log checkpointing approach which creates co-ordinated undo-log checkpoints would be more
appropriate in such a configuration. Regarding the redo-log meta-data, Kyma has to ensure that
they are updated correctly. A first approach is to send only the address of the modified block to the
managing Kyma engine, which will update the correct segment of the trie. Another approach is that
the address of the block is sent to the local processor’s Kyma engine, and the checkpointing engines
maintain the consistency of the redo-log meta-data by participating in cache coherence. Note that
the Kyma engine already has to participate in cache-coherence, because it needs to send probes to
the caches during redo-log construction time in order to checkpoint the latest values. The second
approach is expected to have lower interconnect traffic overhead, if accesses to data that belong to a
different memory controller are frequent, and caching of the redo-log meta-data has high hit rates.
Yet this approach increases the complexity of the Kyma engine, which will also have to ensure the
consistency of the redo-log meta-data updates: e.g. when nodes are added to the trie the operation
has to happen atomically, and the same child-node is not added multiple times.
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4.5 Evaluation of Kyma
I quantitatively evaluate the hardware cost, the performance overhead and the memory requirements
of Kyma.
4.5.1 Evaluation Setup
For Kyma’s evaluation, I use SESC [76], an open source execution driven simulator, to model a
four-core CMP system with Core2-like parameters: 4-issue, out-of-order cores running at 2.93GHz.
Each core has a private dual-ported 32KB 8-way associative L1 data cache. All cores share a 4MB,
16-way associative, single-ported L2 cache. The block size is 64 bytes. I use a detailed DRAM-
model to simulate a DDR3-800-like memory system. PCM memory uses a different memory chan-
nel than DRAM and has an average read latency of 150ns and write latency of 450ns (450 and 1350
cycles respectively) [87]. The simulated Kyma engine has a 64 entry pending block queue, a 256
entry fully associative trie TLB, a 64KB 16-way associative single-ported L5 MD cache, and the
memory interface has a 32 entry read queue and a 128 entry write queue. In total, the Kyma engine
requires ∼82KB of on-chip state, which is lower than 256KB in SafetyNet [94]. Because this state
is kept in area-optimized, single ported arrays, its area is approximately 20% smaller than the area
of a single core’s L1 cache (estimated using CACTI 5.3 [99])
The evaluation uses 27 of the 29 SPEC 2006 [96] benchmarks, shown in Figure 42. The only
benchmarks omitted are tonto and perl because of incompatibilities with our simulator infrastruc-
ture.I simulate SPEC benchmarks using reference inputs, by fast-forwarding through 5% (up to a
maximum of 20 billion instructions) of the execution in order to skip the program’s initialization,
then simulating 10 billion instructions. I also evaluate Kyma with all 13 multi-threaded benchmarks
from PARSEC 2.1 [8], using native inputs and four threads. The exception is dedup where the sim-
large input is used, because the native input exceeds the addresses-space of the 32-bit MIPS-Linux
simulated machine in SESC. I fast-forward the PARSEC applications to the beginning of the par-
allel execution, fast-forward an additional 21 billion instructions to warm-up the memory tracking
mechanisms of all undo- and redo-logging techniques, then simulate 20 billion instructions in detail.
The number of instructions I am simulating give me the opportunity to approximate a few seconds
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Figure 42: Performance overhead comparison of Kyma when both undo and redo-logs and only
redo-log are created for undo-log interval of 0.01 sec and redo-log interval of 1 sec.
Kyma’s adaptive redo-log creation policy relies on profilling information that are collected at run-
time. Given the limited number of redo-log checkpointing intervals than can be simulated, I decided
the full-speed copy rate information that the Kyma-engine needs to be collected off-line, and not
use a redo-log intervals to collect them, so that the steady state of the system is simulated in the
























Figure 43: Performance overhead comparison of Kyma’s adaptive checkpointing policy with the
static policy, for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
4.5.2 Performance Overhead of Kyma
Figure 42 presents the performance overhead of Kyma, for all simulated benchmarks, when both
undo and redo-log checkpoints are created (Undo+Redo Log) and when only redo-logs are con-
structed (Redo Log). In this experiment the undo-log checkpointing interval is 10ms and the redo-
log 1sec and consolidation of redo-log checkpoints is enabled. For the case of Kyma a breakdown
of the overhead cannot be provided for the undo and the redo log construction costs, as for the case
of Euripus (Figure 21), because the secondary filtering and elimination of duplicate undo-log blocks
is not performed by the undo-logging mechanism, as in Euripus, but by the redo-log meta-data in-
stead. As a result, the performance cost of undo-logging is higher when redo-logging is disabled.
For Kyma, the additional cost of writing the undo-log data and meta-data to memory can be in-
ferred by comparing the overheads of the full Kyma scheme with the redo-log only checkpointing
variation.
Overall, Kyma has average performance overheads of ∼2%, and the maximum overheads are
∼9% for GemsFDTD and ∼11% for freqmine. The benchmarks where Kyma has the highest over-
heads are applications which are already memory intensive, memory bandwidth constrained and
are creating the largest checkpoints across all applications I have evaluated. Kyma’s overheads are
still low in these applications, because Kyma efficiently reduces the memory bandwidth needs of
redo-log checkpoints when compared to other checkpointing techniques.
Figure 43 shows the performance overhead of the worst performing applications for Kyma’s
adaptive redo-log checkpointing policy (where redo-log construction starts early if necessary and is
throttled in order to increase the effect of synergistic copying) with the static policy (which starts
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copying the remaining redo-log blocks at full-speed after the first half of the redo-log interval). The
static policy further increases the performance overheads of the worst behaving applications such
as GemsFDTD, lbm and freqmine. The performance improvement of the adaptive over the static
policy can be attributed for the cases for GemsFDTD and lbm to the increased synergistic copying
that takes place because of throttling the redo-log construction rate, while for the case of freqmine
to the early start of the redo-log construction, which finishes in time and prevents any unnecessary
pauses of the application’s execution. Further details about the advantages of the adaptive policy
over the static will be provided in Section 4.5.5.
4.5.3 Availability Analysis
To estimate the efficiency/availability of a system that employs Kyma as its checkpointing mecha-
nism an analytical model is used, that estimates the availability of the systems that create multiple
levels of checkpoints. The model is described in detail in Appendix A and is an extension of the
model proposed by Moody et al. [52], adapted to describe a system that creates both undo and
redo-log checkpoints, which are constructed in a lazy fashion, as Kyma does. The model assumes
an infinite amount of spare resources, if a failure happens then the recovery cost includes the cost
of restoring the checkpoint, and not waiting for the faulty component to be replaced. The parame-
ters of the model are: First, the error rate that the system experiences, which is distributed across
the different checkpointing levels. The model assumes that each checkpointing level can recover a
specific subset of errors, and when multiple checkpoints can recover the same type of error, then
the latest one created will be used for recovery, even though there might exist an older one which
can restore the system at a lower cost. Second, the checkpoint creation and recovery costs. Kyma
creates checkpoints in parallel with the application’s execution, so there is no checkpoint creation
cost, but instead the incurred performance overhead. Finally, the distribution of error rates across
the different levels.
The efficiency that a system using Kyma can achieve (by maintaining two undo log checkpoints
constructed every 10ms and redo-logs every 1 second, minute and hour) is compared with three
different checkpoint organizations: 1) a system that creates undo log checkpoints at the same fre-
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Figure 44: Achieved efficiency of a system using Kyma, compared to other checkpointing ap-
proaches, for increasing error rates.
system that creates only redo-log checkpoints at the same frequencies as Kyma (RedoLog) ,and 3)
a system that creates a single redo-log checkpoint every 1 hour (RedoLog 1h).
Regarding the configuration of the system, given the limitations of the simulator/profiling in-
frastructure, I am assuming that all types of checkpoints are stored in PCM. I profiled in the simu-
lator the time to restore a full checkpoint from PCM and the average latency is 1 second across all
applications. Moreover, when recovering to the latest incremental redo-log, multiple checkpoints
have to be restored. For this reason, I estimated the average percentage that the 1 second and 1
minute checkpoint are of the full checkpoints (Figure 54), and their respective recovery latencies
are 1.75 and 1.5 seconds. Regarding the error rate that the system is going to experience, the aver-
age rate per second per processor was estimated based on the results reported by Moody et al. [52]
and Schroeder et al. [83], which is 10−8, which corresponds to approximately 3 errors per year.
Regarding the distribution of errors through the system, it is assumed that they follow an expo-
nential distribution. This distribution is approximated by computing the error rate ri at level i as





i. For the checkpointing configurations
which have fewer levels, the errors are recovered based on the checkpoint type similar to Kyma, and
if some original Kyma checkpoint levels are omitted then their errors are recovered by the closest
checkpoint still constructed: e.g. for the UndoLog+RL1h the error rates of the undo-log levels is
the same as Kyma’s, and the redo-log level’s error rate is the sum of the error rates of the redo-log
levels of Kyma.
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Figure 44 presents the efficiency of the system for Kyma and the other checkpointing configu-
rations for increasing error rates (the α parameter is 0.5): “1x” corresponds to the availability of a
single processor system, and in the following experiments, “2x” for example means that the error
rates of all levels have been multiplied by two. This experiment can also be interpreted as the effi-
ciency of an “x” processors system that can create checkpoints and recover at the same latencies as
Kyma. Kyma delivers the highest efficiency across all other checkpoint configurations, providing
99.99% efficiency up to 100x error rates, while it can still assist the system achieve availability
higher than 96% even when the error-rates increase by 100,000 times. Such high error rates cor-
respond to an error every approximately 15 minutes, which is close to the expected error rates that
future exascale systems are going to suffer from [81, 84]. The UndoLog+RL1h and RedoLog con-
figurations can support similar availability is Kyma at low error rates, but for the case of extreme
error rates their availability would be only ∼76%. The reason for this decrease is that both con-
figurations lack a number of checkpoints that Kyma creates. The UndoLog+RL1h creates frequent
undo-log checkpoints which enables the system to recover quickly from frequent errors, especially
since the higher error rates are recovered using the higher-level checkpoints, the undo-logs. As
the error rates increase though, a higher number of errors has to be recovered using the redo-log
checkpoint, which is created every hour, resulting in more time spent recovering the system, and
reducing the efficiency of the system. Similarly, for the RedoLog configuration, at high error rates,
an increasing number of errors has to be recovered using the less frequently (1 second) checkpoints
instead of the frequent undo-log checkpoints. Finally, creating checkpoints infrequently, e.g. every
1 hour, is the worst strategy for large systems, where the system will not be making practically
forward process: the error frequency is higher than then checkpointing frequency, and after an error
occurs it is highly possible that a second one will happen during recovery, not allowing effectively
the system to recover.
Figure 45 presents the efficiency of the system for the different checkpointing policies for the
original error rate (Error 1x) and error rates 10,000 times higher (Error 10,000x), for increasing
error recovery costs. In this experiment the recovery time of each checkpointing level is multiplied
by the same factor, and the experiment approximates the effect that checkpoint storage solutions
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Figure 45: Achieved efficiency of a system using Kyma, compared to other checkpointing ap-
proaches, for different error rates and increasing error recovery cost.
checkpoints are assumed to be constructed in parallel with the application execution and cause the
same performance overheads as the baseline. Increasing recovery costs have little effect at low error
rates, since recoveries are infrequent. At high error rates though, the impact of recovery time is
significant, limiting the efficiency of the system, even for Kyma, to ∼65%. Actually, at such point
Kyma has worse availability than UndoLog+1RL, because the cost of recovery of the latest redo-log
is higher than the 1 hour one, and recovery time dominates re-execution during recovery.
Figure 46 presents the improvement of efficiency that Kyma can support compared to the Un-
doLog+RL1h checkpoint configuration. This experiment studies the effect that varying the distribu-
tion of errors across the checkpointing levels, by modifying the α parameter, has on the availability
of the system. When α = 1 means that the error rates are equal across all checkpointing levels,
while α = 0.1 implies that the error rate of the current level is 10% the error rate of the previous
higher one (the highest-level checkpoints are the undo-log). When the errors are concentrated on
the higher levels of the checkpoint hierarchy (the undo-log checkpoints), then both Kyma and Un-
doLog+RL1h have similar availability because both can recover the majority of the errors using the
frequent undo-log checkpoints6. As the value of the α parameter increases, the efficiency of Kyma
improves over the UndoLog+RL1h, especially at higher error rates because more errors have to be
recovered from lower level redo-log checkpoints, and Kyma can benefit from the frequent 1sec and
1 minute checkpoints it maintains, while UndoLog+RL1h has to resort to the 1 hour checkpoint,
increasing the total recovery time.














































Figure 46: Improvement of efficiency of Kyma over UndoLog+RL1h for different distributions of
errors across checkpoint levels, and different error rates.
Finally, it was investigated the effect that the time δ of delayed cache flushing has to the effi-
ciency of the system. Undo-log checkpoints are so frequent, that the additional re-execution time
that the delayed undo-log construction will incur is negligible, even at high error rates.
4.5.4 Performance Comparison With Other Checkpointing Techniques
To demonstrate the benefits of Kyma, in the evaluation Kyma is compared against a number of pos-
sible alternative hardware and software checkpointing techniques. Some of these alternatives corre-
spond to state-of-the-art implementations and some represent partial implementations of Kyma-like
enhancements for the purpose of isolating the contributions of each enhancement. All these mech-
anisms use hardware undo-log similar to ReVive [68] and SafetyNet [94], and they differ in how
they create redo-logs:
Software Page Based (SW-Page): This implementation uses a software thread for redo-logging
in parallel with the program’s execution. It leverages existing dirty-bit information embedded in
page-tables to identify modified pages of a given RLI and then copies those pages to PCM. To
prevent the application from modifying data that have not been checkpointed yet, it write-protects
such pages; when the application attempts a write, an exception handler immediately copies the
page to PCM and resumes the application’s execution.
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Software Page Based No Cache Allocate (SW-Page-NCA): This implementation is similar to the
previous one with the only exception that data to be read or written for creating the redo-log check-
point are not allocated in the caches, but are being copied with the help of streaming buffers. This
improves cache performance because redo-log data has little or no temporal locality.
Software Block Based (SW-Block): This approach is practically a software implementation of the
decoupled engine (which will be described), but uses a software thread instead of a hardware redo-
logging engine to 1) read undo-log meta-data to construct the list of blocks to copy to the redo-log
and 2) copy these blocks to PCM. Just like the page-based schemes that were described previously,
it uses memory protection to prevent the corruption of the data that is yet to be copied, and just
like SW-Page-NCA, cache pollution with low-locality data is avoided by using stream buffers and
bypassing the caches for such data.
Hare and Undo-Log (HARE+Ulog): This approach leverages the HARE (Section 3.2) hardware
mechanism which establishes and consolidates redo-log checkpoints.
Decoupled Engine (Dec-Eng): The decoupled engine is similar in structure to the Kyma engine, but
the undo and redo-logging are performed independently. The decoupled engine saves undo-log data
and meta-data into logs without updating the redo-logging trie structure. The redo-logging engine
reads undo-log meta-data and builds its trie, then copies data to the redo-log. This decoupled ap-
proach leverages the first observation, that undo and redo-logging save data for the same addresses,
but cannot benefit from the second one, that undo-log data copying can help redo-log data copying.
It also cannot benefit from the trie-based secondary filtering in undo-logs. Because the trie structure
needs no data pointers prior to active redo-log copying, the decoupled engine does not need a cache
for the L5 nodes of the trie. Instead, the trie TLB entries are used as 64 bit-masks to mark modified
blocks in that page. This reduces the cost of the engine – its on-chip state is only 22KB.
In the performance evaluation of the described software-based checkpointing techniques for
multi-threaded workloads, checkpointing threads always have higher priority than application threads
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Figure 47: Performance overhead comparison of Kyma with alternative checkpointing techniques,
with undo-log interval of 0.01 sec and redo-log interval of 1 sec.
Figure 47 compares the performance overheads of the five alternative techniques described. All
schemes create undo-log checkpoints every 10ms and redo-log checkpoints every 1 second. Kyma
outperforms all alternative techniques across all benchmarks, reducing overheads by one order of
magnitude in some cases. The only exceptions are fluidanimate and freqmine which have an addi-
tional ∼2% overhead compared to the decoupled engine, but still lower than the other techniques.
To understand why Kyma has an advantage over other techniques, the comparison from Fig-
ure 47 is used to identify the causes of performance overhead. Software techniques compete with
the application for space in the shared caches. This competition for cache space can be quantified
by comparing the SW-Page and SW-Page-NCA techniques. Examples of applications where cache
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space contention has a significant impact are GemsFDTD, mcf and raytrace, whose overhead re-
duces by >10%. However other applications and the averages indicate the elimination of cache
contention is not the only main reason for Kyma’s good performance.
Another source of overhead is contention for memory bus bandwidth. The first step to reduce the
bandwidth consumed for checkpointing is to use finer memory tracking granularities and eliminate
unnecessarily copied data. SW-Block tries to do this in software, providing a significant benefit in
milc and mcf – in these applications page-based redo-logging copies twice as much data as block-
based SW-Block does. However SW-Block achieves its finer granularity at a cost of doing much
more work to construct its set of data to be copied, which results in significant new overheads in
benchmarks like lbm, facesim7, etc.
After eliminating cache contention and reducing bus bandwidth contention by using finer track-
ing granularities, the next step to improve performance of redo-logging is to use specialized hard-
ware. In my experimentation I observed that more than 50% of the overhead of software implemen-
tations comes from pausing the application’s execution in order to serve a page-fault caused when
the application tries to modify data which have not been checkpointed yet. Hardware techniques do
not suffer from such pauses, because they handle writes to data that have not been checkpointed yet
internally: named “collisions” for the case of HARE, and “synergistic” copies for Kyma.
Note that Decoupled and HARE+UndoLog have similar overheads because both need to copy
the same amount of data in order to establish a redo-log checkpoint. The cases where the Decou-
pled technique has higher overheads than HARE+UndoLog, such as GemsFDTD, lbm or mcf, are
caused by the increased number of undo-log meta-data that the Decoupled’s engine has to read
in order to construct the redo-log meta-data. Note that the Decoupled engine does not eliminate
any duplicate undo-log entries, resulting in reading more undo-log meta-data than necessary. The
higher overheads of HARE+UndoLog compared to Decoupled engine are caused by the caching of
HARE’s memory modification tracking meta-data in the L2 cache and the additional cost of sort-
ing the collision list. The increased PCM write latency, compared to DRAM, prolongs HARE’s
redo-log construction time, which results in more collisions, and higher sort collision time.
7This cost cannot be hidden for the case of the PARSEC benchmarks because the checkpointing thread preempts the
application’s threads, while for the SPEC benchmarks the checkpointing thread runs on one of the idle cores
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Figure 48: Performance overhead comparison of Kyma for different undo-log (UL) and redo-log
(RL) checkpointing intervals and comparison with the decoupled engine (Dec), for the SPEC INT
(CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
Kyma outperforms both Decoupled and HARE+UndoLog techniques because it further reduces
the bandwidth requirements by 1) eliminating the reads of undo-log meta-data that Decoupled does
2) removing duplicate entries in the undo-logs via secondary trie-based filtering, and 3) avoiding
many reads and writes during redo-log copying, by leveraging copying activity of undo-logging.
As shown in Figure 47, these benefits can be very significant, especially for the applications that
suffer the highest overheads in Decoupled and HARE+UndoLog, such as mcf, GemsFDTD, lbm,
and milc.
4.5.5 Checkpointing Frequency Sensitivity Analysis
Another way to reduce the memory bandwidth requirements of a combined undo-log and redo-
log checkpoint mechanism is to decrease checkpointing frequency of undo-logs. The intuition be-
hind this approach is that blocks, that are checkpointed multiple times across consecutive undo-log
checkpoints, are going to be checkpointed only once, and the memory bandwidth requirements are
going to decrease. Figure 48 presents the highest overhead benchmarks along the with the averages
for Kyma and the Decoupled engine (Dec) for undo-log checkpointing intervals (UL) of 0.01sec
and 0.1sec, and for redo-log intervals (RL) of 0.5 and 1 second. Kyma benefits from the reduced
checkpointing frequency, although only marginally. Contrary to expectations, the overhead of the
Decoupled engine actually increases when undo-log checkpoints are created less often. The cause
for this behavior is the lack of secondary undo-log block filtering which results in no decrease, if
not an increase, of the checkpointed undo-log blocks, resulting in more bandwidth consumed for
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Figure 49: Performance overhead of Kyma for undo-log intervals of 0.001 and 0.01 sec and redo-
log interval of 1sec , for the SPEC INT (CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
meta-data.
Increasing the redo-log checkpointing frequency results, as expected, in increased overheads,
which are not necessarily proportional to the increase of the checkpointing frequency. There are
applications where the overheads remain practically the same, e.g. mcf, GemsFDTD and milc, and
can be justified by the application’s behavior and the periodicity by which it modifies all of its mem-
ory. For example, if the application iterates over its data-set every 1 second, checkpointing every
0.5 seconds will checkpoint half of the application’s data-set, and the overall memory checkpointed
is going to be the same regardless of whether Kyma creates redo-log checkpoints every 0.5 or 1
second. If the application’s period though is 0.5 seconds, then checkpointing every 0.5 seconds will
result in copying double the amount of memory that 1 second redo-log checkpointing would.
I also performed experiments where I increased the undo-log checkpointing frequency to cover
the case of I/O intensive applications, where the undo-log checkpoint has to be terminated before
the I/O operations is performed. Figure 49 presents the performance overhead of Kyma for undo-
log checkpointing interval of 0.001sec (0.001UL) and 0.01sec. The expectation is that when the
system is creating undo-log checkpoints more frequently, the performance overhead will increase
because of the higher number of checkpointed blocks and cache-flushes. This observation explains
the increased overheads for the cases of GemsFDTD, fluidanimate and freqmine. There are some
benchmarks though where the overheads decrease (mcf), or we can even observe speed-ups, e.g.
libquantum and lbm. This behavior can be explained by the fact that, when the caches are flushed
frequently enough, they result in a decrease of the overall number of write-backs. As a result, the
write-back latency is eliminated from the critical path for a L1 cache miss when it is accessing L2,
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because it does not have to wait for a dirty block to be written back to memory first, before it gets
replaced. At the same time the overall consumed off-chip bandwidth remains approximately the
same, because a significant number of L2 cache write-backs have been flushed to main memory
ahead of time.
To gain better insight into the benefits of synergistic copying and the adaptive redo-log construc-
tion policy, Figure 50 shows for Kyma’s static redo-log policy (Kyma S), Kyma and the Decoupled
engine (Dec), for undo-log intervals of 0.01 and 0.1 sec and a redo-log interval of 1 second, the
breakdown of the average number of memory accesses per redo-log interval into: accesses gener-
ated by the application (App), necessary undo-log writes (UL-Nec), unnecessary undo-log writes
(UL-Unnec), redo-log construction reads and writes (RL), and engine accesses (EA) (such as the
reads of the undo-log meta-data for Dec-Eng and the misses from the engine’s caching structures in
both Dec-Eng and Kyma). All numbers are normalized to application accesses (App) of the slowest
configuration (Decoupled engine with 100ms undo-logging). The experiments where the number
of application memory accesses are higher than 100% can be attributed to the fact that these appli-
cations experience lower overheads, have higher IPC and perform more memory accesses than the
base line.
We observe that, by decreasing the undo-log frequency, the number of unnecessary check-
pointed undo-log blocks increases for the Decoupled engine. The reason is that long undo-log
checkpointing intervals increase the probability of a block getting replaced for the L2 cache after
it has been checkpointed. This removes the checkpoint bit information, resulting in the same block
being checkpointed again when it is written again in the same undo-log interval. Kyma does not
suffer from this behavior because of its secondary trie-based filtering that prevents duplicates from
being saved to the undo-log.
Additional performance benefit of Kyma over the Decoupled engine (and similarly HARE+Undo-
Log) comes from the synergistic undo-log and redo-log checkpoint construction. This approach
eliminates almost all redo-log copying activity in lbm, and cuts such activity by 90% percent in
GemsFDTD. Overall, synergistic copying eliminates 30% to 50% of redo-log copying activity on
average across all applications. The increased number of synergistic copying also explains the















































































































































































































Figure 50: Break-down of the type memory accesses of the Kyma, Kyma with a static redo-log
policy (Kyma S) and the Decoupled engine (Dec) for undo-log checkpointing intervals of 0.01 and
0.1 sec.
throttling the redo-log construction the static policy eliminates a number of synergistic copies and
consumes more memory bandwidth, in benchmarks such as GemsFDTD and lbm.
The only benchmark where Kyma offers no performance improvement over the other tech-
niques, e.g. Decouple, is freqmine. Freqmine has a memory access pattern such that: 1) no unnec-
essary undo-log entries are created (no benefit from secondary filtering), 2) there is a limited number
of synergistic copying opportunities and 3) Kyma caches exhibit high miss-rates. The lack of syn-
ergistic copying means that no redo-log blocks have been synergistically checkpointed during the
first half of the redo-log interval. This behavior, in conjunction with the fact that freqmine is among
the applications that create the biggest checkpoints, results in the redo-log construction not finish-
ing in time and pausing the application’s execution, causing increased overheads when the static
redo-log construction policy is used (Figure 43). The adaptive redo-log construction policy identi-
fies this behavior and starts the redo-log construction early enough, resulting in overheads similar
to the Decoupled engine’s. This behavior also explains freqmine’s increased overheads when the
redo-log checkpointing frequency increases (Figure 48): the application’s execution has to pause
for the redo-log construction to finish.
4.5.6 Kyma Engine Hardware Cost Sensitivity Analysis
Kyma’s hardware cost is minimal, yet is higher than HARE’s (Section 3.6.2) and HARE could be
selected as the redo-log checkpointing mechanisms despite its higher performance overheads. The
structure that requires the most hardware state as part of Kyma’s engine is the cache of the L5 meta-
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Figure 51: Performance overhead of Kyma for different L5MD cache configurations, for the SPEC
INT (CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
worst performing applications along with the averages for Kyma for different cache configurations
for undo-log interval of 0.01 seconds and redo-log of 1 second. This figure compares the perfor-
mance of the original configuration which has 64KB of L5MD Cache (MD64) with one that has
8KB (MD8) and another one that has 16KB (MD16). After reducing the size of the L5MD cache,
the next step is to remove it completely and have the redo-log trie meta-data be cached together
with the application’s data in the shared L2 cache (MDL2). To reduce the competition between
the application’s data and the redo-log meta-data I am also trying configurations where the L5MD
cache is added again, but any misses from this cache, instead of going directly to memory, are going
to the L2 cache, and I am reporting numbers for L5MD caches of 8KB (MDL2 MD8) and 16KB
(MDL2 MD16).
Reducing the size of the L5MD cache to 8KB, hurts significantly the performance of the worst
behaving applications such as GemsFDTD (31%), lbm (67%) and freqmine (19%) and proves not
to be sufficiently big to hold all the redo-log meta-data. Increasing the size to 16KB reduces the
overhead which is 2%-5% higher than the original configuration. Removing the L5MD cache com-
pletely, and having the redo-log meta-data share the L2 with the application’s data, results in higher
overheads, especially for cache sensitive applications such as mcf, GemsFDTD and lbm, by 2%-
5%. The only exception is freqmine where the overheads actually drop. This proves that freqmine
is not a L2 cache sensitive application, and that the original 64KB L5MD cache was not sufficiently
big. As a result the L5MD cache was missing frequently, competing with the application for off-chip
bandwidth. Finally, introducing again the L5MD cache does not significantly improve performance,
because the number of compulsory misses in L2 caused by the redo-log meta-data remains the same.
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Overall, the hardware cost of Kyma’s engine can be reduced by removing the L5MD cache, as-
suming that the system can tolerate the additional performance overhead. Otherwise, if performance
is critical, the current configuration proves sufficient.
4.5.7 3D-Stacked Memory Performance Evaluation
Another design option is to exploit 3D-stacked memory when it gets introduced in future micropro-
cessors. Work in 3D-architecture [44] has demonstrated that several gigabytes of memory can be
available on-chip. In the presence of such significant amount of on-chip memory, the Kyma tech-
nique could benefit and further reduce the consumed off-chip bandwidth by storing the constructed
undo-logs and caching the redo-log meta-data on-chip. The sizes of 0.01sec undo log checkpoints
is less than 10MB and 0.001sec ones is less than 1MB across all applications, so storing 2 of them
on on-chip DRAM will have limited memory requirements. Undo-log blocks that also belong to a
redo-log are still copied to PCM, and flushed L2 cache blocks are written to memory. The storage
of the undo-log on-chip limits the type and number of errors the system can use them to recover
from, because if the on-chip memory becomes non-accessible then the system cannot use the stored
undo-logs to recover from a faulty core.
Figure 52 presents the performance overhead of Kyma for the worst performing applications for
undo-log intervals of 0.001 and 0.01 sec, and redo-log interval of 1 sec for the original configuration
and a 3D memory configuration. I am simulating a 3D-stacked DRAM with latencies similar to a
conventional DDR3-800 DRAM. In this experiment the application is not benefiting from the 3D-
memory and all its accesses still go to the main memory. Thus the baseline remains the same and
the results are directly comparable with the original configuration. The goal of this experiment is to
demonstrate the extra overhead caused because of bandwidth consumed for storing the undo-logs
and fetching the redo-log meta-data from memory.
The performance overheads for Kyma decrease when the engine exploits the on-chip 3D mem-
ory, and become ∼6% even at high undo-log checkpointing frequencies, e.g. GemsFDTD and fre-
qmine. Moreover, the speedups we have observed before in some benchmarks, such as libquantum
and mcf, improve further. The difference in speedups/overheads shows the cost of undo-logging
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Figure 52: Performance overhead of Kyma for the original and 3D-stacked (3D) memory configu-
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Figure 53: PCM latency sensitivity analysis of Kyma’s performance overhead, for the SPEC INT
(CINT), SPEC FP (CFP) and PARSEC benchmarks.
cost that Kyma can achieve for constructing redo-log checkpoints which is ∼1% on average across
all applications.
4.5.8 PCM Latency Sensitivity Analysis
Another parameter of the system that I tested is the sensitivity of the Kyma engine to the increase of
the write latency of PCM. PCM is not a standardized yet technology, and it is possible that because
of fabrication/implementation limitations initial iterations of the technology might have higher la-
tency characteristics than currently estimated. For this reason I am also conducting experiments
where the write latency of PCM was doubled. Figure 53 presents the performance overheads of
Kyma for the worst performing applications along with the averages for the different benchmark
suites when the latency of PCM doubles (PCM 2x Lat) and compares it to the original configura-
tion.
We can observe that there are applications which suffer minimal if not zero performance over-
heads such as omnetpp and zeusmp, there are other applications that suffer overheads around 5%
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to 10% (libquantum, lbm, milc and fluidanimate) and finally there are applications which suffer
extremely high overheads (GemsFDTD and freqmine). The first category of benchmarks are appli-
cations which create relatively small checkpoints, and the Kyma engine can tolerate gracefully the
increased PCM latency. The second category of benchmarks are ones that have high checkpointing
activity, and the increased PCM latency causes the queues of the Kyma engine to become full more
often, resulting in execution stalls because a core needs to checkpoint a block but the engine is
not available. Finally, the third category of applications creates the biggest checkpoints across all
benchmarks. The increased PCM latency delays the redo-log construction process to the extent that
it does not finish in time and the application’s execution has to pause until the construction finishes.
Overall, Kyma’s performance does depend, as expected, on the latency of the non-volatile memory
technology used, and slower memory technologies can be used only if the targeted applications do
not have high checkpointing requirements.
4.5.9 PCM Memory Requirements and Power Considerations
To estimate PCM space requirements of checkpointing I profiled the SPEC and PARSEC applica-
tions using PIN [45] (I used the reference and native inputs respectively and the applications ran to
completion) and estimated the average redo-log checkpoint size for redo-log intervals of 1-second
and 1-minute. The benchmarks used in the evaluation do not run long enough to estimate the size
of 1-hour checkpoints, so it is assumed that a 1-hour checkpoints is as large as the allocated address
space of the application. The results are shown in (Figure 54). I find that 4GB of PCM would be
sufficient on average to store all redo-log checkpoints (1s, 1min, 1h). Kyma can copy the old one-
hour checkpoints to other storage media (SSD or hard-disks). The experiments indicate that this
requires a maximum bandwidth of 35MB/sec, which can be provided by existing storage solutions.
Note that 4GB PCM requirement is not fundamental – if needed Kyma could adopt more aggressive
consolidation policies, such as keeping just a single consolidated checkpoint, but that would affect
the availability of the system as described in Section 4.5.3. I also estimated the lifetime of a 4GB
PCM with Kyma – 17.7 years in the worst case. Kyma writes to PCM only one checkpoint per sec-
ond, consolidations update only meta-data, and writes can easily be distributed over PCM to avoid
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Figure 54: Maximum and average memory requirements in MB of the one second, one minute
checkpoints and the address-space of the application.
Finally, the power overhead of Kyma to the system is estimated, using CACTI 5.3 [99] to de-
termine the dynamic power consumed by the caches/queues of the Kyma engine and the DRAM
memory of the system. PCM is expected to have higher write power requirements than DRAM and
we used the power estimates from Lee et al. [40]. These are expected to be the dominant sources
of additional power consumption caused by Kyma. The results show that the majority of the power
overhead is caused by the additional memory accesses for creating the checkpoints, and that the
power requirements of the system increase by 1-2 Watts on average.
4.6 Summary
Reliability is going to become an increasing problem in the future, and recovery mechanisms will
play a critical role in the availability of future systems. The two main approaches to checkpointing
each have important limitations – redo-logs can recover from catastrophic faults but have poor
recovery latencies for the most common errors, while undo-logs offer quick recovery from common
errors but cannot recover from catastrophic faults.
This chapter presented Kyma, a mechanism that synergistically combines the two approaches.
It creates undo-log and redo-log checkpoints together, using their inherent relationships to mini-
mize the performance overhead, bandwidth consumption, and memory space needed for this pur-
pose. The experiments indicate that Kyma incurs minimal overheads (∼ 2%) on average and 11%
worst-case across all benchmarks, while supporting efficient recovery from catastrophic and non-
catastrophic errors that have a wide range of detection latencies (from a few milliseconds to one
hour). Kyma also can be used to support a high availability system providing 99.999% availability




Checkpointing is a technique that has uses in multiple areas, e.g. in debugging and in reliability.
This dissertation examined the common functionality requirements and the causes of performance
overheads of memory checkpointing when it is used in bidirectional debugging and for improving
the reliability of the system.
Common characteristic of both bidirectional debugging and reliability is that both techniques
can benefit from frequent checkpointing. Frequent checkpoints allow bidirectional debugging to re-
duce reverse-execution latency, and improve the associated interactivity of the debugger. The same
characteristic applies for system reliability as well, where frequent checkpoints can improve the
availability of the system by limiting the time a system spends recovering from an error. Another
technique that can benefit both bidirectional debugging and reliability is checkpoint consolidation.
Checkpoint consolidation can efficiently manage the constructed checkpoints and reduce the over-
all memory requirements of the system. Consolidation can distribute the checkpoints over time,
allowing reverse-execution to appear interactive to the user and reverse-execution to have latencies
similar to forward execution. Consolidation can also be used in reliability in order to create multiple
levels of checkpoints that can provenly improve the availability of the system.
I proposed three hardware accelerators, HARE and Euripus for bidirectional debugging and
Kyma for reliability, all designed to construct checkpoints frequently at a minimal performance
overhead and enable checkpoint consolidation for efficient memory management. HARE has the
lowest hardware requirements and meets the interactivity goals of bidirectional debugging, but
needs frequent software intervention in order to implement its functionality. Euripus provides im-
proved functionality compared to HARE, at a somewhat higher hardware cost. Euripus can con-
struct two different types of checkpoints (undo and redo-log) simultaneously, by exploiting syner-
gies that develop when both types of checkpoints are being created. The two types of checkpoints
allow Euripus to provide improved reverse-execution latency at minimal additional performance
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and memory overheads. Finally, Kyma is an accelerator which shares the same architecture as Eu-
ripus, but its functionality is adjusted to the requirements of reliability. Similar to Euripus, Kyma
can construct two types of checkpoints (where each type serves the recovery of different types of
errors), and it consolidates checkpoints in order to recover multi-level checkpointing. The Euripus
and the Kyma hardware accelerators can become part of a unified accelerator that can serve the
requirements of both bidirectional debugging and reliability.
Experiments show that the performance overheads of all three accelerators are directly compa-
rable with other hardware checkpointing techniques, which do not provide checkpoint consolidation
functionality, and significantly lower than software based solutions. The memory requirements of
HARE and Euripus are orders of magnitude lower compared to techniques which do not support
checkpoint consolidation, while consolidation allows Kyma to maintain multiple checkpoints at
minimal additional memory cost.
In the past, performance improvement was a result of the changes in the processor’s micro-
architecture and innovations in the process technology that accelerated single-threaded software
performance. Today we are focusing on parallel architectures and on the problem of efficiently di-
viding the work and executing previously single-threaded applications across multiple cores on the
same chip. In the future, performance and power considerations will drive architects to design and
implement specific hardware accelerators for performance critical tasks. I hope that the three accel-
erators that I studied in this dissertation will serve as a motivation to further improve checkpointing,
which plays a critical role in both debugging and reliability. I also hope that this work will inspire
others to study problems which can benefit from the presence of dedicated hardware solutions.
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APPENDIX A
MULTI-LEVEL CHECKPOINTING RELIABILITY MODEL
For the purpose of estimating the availability of a system that would be using the Kyma checkpoint-
ing mechanism (Section 4.5.3) I am using an analytical model that, based on the estimated error
rates and recovery costs for every checkpoint, computes the expected execution time of the system
and its efficiency/availability. The model used is an extension of availability model for multi-level
checkpointing system proposed by Moody et al. [52]. This chapter presents all final mathematical
results necessary for implementing the analytical model, and all necessary extensions for adapting
the original to the characteristics of the Kyma checkpointing technique. For the complete mathe-
matical proofs the reader is encouraged to refer to the work of Moody et al. [52].
A.1 Analytical Reliability Model
The analytical model is based on a Markov Model (MM) which describes the system. The model
(Figure 55) consists of computation (c), undo-log (UL) and redo-log (RL) recovery states. The
transitions between computation to recovery states represent the probability that an error happens
during computation. Transitions from a recovery to a computation state represent the successful
recovery of the system, and from a recovery to another recovery state represent the probability of
an error occurring during the recovery process or a recovery level not being the appropriate one to
recover from a specific type of error. Note that Figure 55 shows the recovery states only for the last
compute state, and that those recovery states are replicated for every compute state.
The assumptions of the model are: First, that failures are independent: an error during the cur-
rent execution of a program does not affect the probability of another error happening during the
execution of the same program or during a future execution. Second, errors are taken at fixed inter-
vals during the execution of the application, events like I/O might force a checkpoint to terminate
early, but I am expecting the checkpoints at a given level have an average frequency that corre-


















Figure 55: Markov Queue model of a multi-level checkpointing system.
rolls back the system to the latest checkpoint that can recover from the error, and not to the one that
will have the lower recovery cost. The goal of the model is to minimize the re-execution time of
the system and not the system state recovery time. Finally, the model assumes that there are infinite
spare resources and there is zero repair cost.
The main differences between the original Markov Model for multi-level checkpointing pro-
posed by Moody et al. [52] and Kyma’s multi-level checkpointing are: First, Kyma apart from
redo-log it also creates undo-log checkpoints. The main difference between the recovery of undo
and redo-log checkpoints is, as described in Section 4.4.1, when using an undo-logs for recovery if
an error happens in the current compute interval the system cannot recover to the beginning of the
last interval, but instead it recovers to the previous interval, because the last undo-log checkpoint has
not been constructed yet. Second, the top-level redo-log checkpoint (RL1s) is also not established
at the beginning of the interval, but is constructed in a lazy fashion, so the system cannot use it to
recover the system and instead has to use the previous 1second level checkpoint. Third, at any point
in time the checkpoints at all levels are present. In Kyma, the 1 minute and 1 hour are constructed
through consolidation in parallel with the execution and the system does not have to stop execution
in order to create a specific type of checkpoint. For simplicity it is assumed that consolidation has
zero latency. Finally, in Kyma all types of checkpoints are constructed in parallel with the execution
and it does not have to stop the application’s execution. As a result the checkpoint construction
cost is zero, and instead the overhead parameter α has been introduced, which corresponds to the
average performance overhead of Kyma as estimated in its evaluation (Section 4.5.2).
In order to estimate the overall execution time in the steady state of the system, Moody et al. [52]
solve the model analytically. By exploiting the nested behavior of the Markov model, they create a






































Figure 56: Recursive representation of the Markov Model.
extension of the original model I am using only the Y andX states which correspond to computation
and recovery blocks respectively, and I differentiate them based on the type of checkpoint used for
recovery: YUL and XUL correspond to compute and recovery blocks where undo-logs are used for
recovery and YRL, XRL where redo-logs are used.
YUL(1) corresponds to the basic compute state and XUL(1) to a recovery state that relies on
the last established undo-log checkpoint for recovery. YUL(k > 1, c) is a compute state which
internally consists of a basic compute state YUL(1, c) and a recovery node XUL(k − 1, c), while
XUL(k > 1, c) is a recovery state which internally has a YUL(k > 1, c) state. The last two states
represent the recovery where the system has to roll-back multiple undo-log checkpoints in the past.
YRL(k ≥ 1, c) is a compute state that internally consists of multiple undo or redo-log recovery




Figure 57: Transition state with multiple in-
coming and a single out-going edge.
S
Figure 58: Transition state with a loop edge.
A.1.1 Basic Probabilities and Execution Times
Assuming that probabilities are independent and follow a Poisson distribution the probability that
no error happens in a period of time t = 0 to t = T :
p0(T ) = e
−λT (1)
and the execution time is:
t0(T ) = T (2)
The probability that an error happens in level k before a failure happens in any other level in the




(1− e−λT ) (3)
and the time the system executed before a failure happened in level k is:
tk(T ) =
1− (λT + 1) · e−λT
λ · (1− eλT )
(4)
where λk is the average failure rate at level k and λ = λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λL
For every state S describing the system I am computing the probability pS0 of the system expe-




pk present the probability an error happened at level k and tk the lost execution time.
A.1.2 Basic building blocks
Multiple Edges When in an out-going state transition there are multiple incoming edges, such as









i=1 pi · ti
P
(6)
Loop-back Edges When a state has a loop back edge, with probability ploop and execution time




1−ploop for ploop < 1
0 for ploop = 1
(7)




A.1.3 The YUL,RL(k = 1, c = 1) State
The state YUL,RL(k = 1, c = 1) corresponds to the basic compute state c of the Markov Model, and
can be recovered from either an undo or a redo-log checkpoint. Assuming that the checkpointing
execution overhead is α, then the probability that no error happens is:
pY0 = p0(αt) = e
−λ·αt (9)
and the execution time if not error happens is:
tY0 = t0(αt) = αt (10)
The probability that an error happens at level k is:




and the respective execution time is:
tYi = ti(αt) =
1− (λ · αt+ 1) · e−λαt













Figure 59: The YRL(k) computation state for k, c > 1.
A.1.4 The YRL(k > 1, c > 1) State
The YRL computation state for the redo-log, consists internally of v X recovery states as show in
Figure 59. This state represents for example the computation that the system is going to perform
in one minute. The one minute interval internally consists of 60 one second intervals which are
encapsulated in their respective X recovery states.
The probability pY0 that no error happens is the probability that no X state suffers an error,
which is the product of all the pX0 probabilities:
pY0 = (pX0)
v (13)
and the executed time tY0 is the sum of executed time of all X states:
tY0 = v · tX0 (14)
The probability that an error at level k happens, based on equation 5, is the sum of the probabilities
an X states suffers from a k level error. The probability to reach the ith X state is p = (pX0)
i−1,
so:
pYi = pXi + pX0 · pXi + (pX0)2 · pXi + . . .+ (pX0)v−1 · pXi




















Figure 60: The YUL(k) computation block for k, c > 1.




Where PenaltyT ime is the sum of the penalty time that each X state has suffered because of an
error at level k. The lost execution time until we have reached the Xi state is the total execution
time until state Xi ( (v− 1) · tX0 ), plus the time lost in Xi (tXi), times the probability to reach state
Xi ((pX0)
v−1), times the probability to suffer an error (pXi).
PenaltyT ime = pXi · tXi + (pX0)1 · pXi · (1 · tX0 + tXi) + (pX0)2 · pXi · (2 · tX0 + tXi)
+ . . .+ (pX0)
v−1 · pXi · ((v − 1) · tX0 + tXi)
= pXi · tXi(1 + (pX0)1 + (pX0)2 + . . .+ (pX0)v−1)
+ pXi · tX0(1 · (pX0)1 + 2 · (pX0)2 + . . .+ (v − 1) · (pX0)v−1)
= pXi · tXi
1− pvX0
1− pX0
+ pXi · tX0




i=0 i · xi =
x−(N+1)·xN+1+N ·xN+2
(1−x)2
A.1.5 The YUL(k > 1, c > 1) State
The computation state for an interval to be recovered using an undo-log checkpoint where c > 1
(Figure 60) is similar to the respective redo-log state (Section A.1.4). The YUL(k > 1, c > 1) state
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internally has a YUL(1, 1) state that is followed by an XUL(k − 1, c − 1). The YUL(k > 1, c > 1)
state in conjunction with the XUL(k > 1, c > 1) simulate the case where the system will have to
recover using multiple undo-log checkpoints.
The YUL(k > 1, c > 1) is similar to the YRL(k > 1, c > 1) state, where there are only two
internal states, Y ′ and X , and the values of pY0 , tY0 ,
−→pY and
−→
tY are derived using the approach
described in Section A.1.4 and are:
pY0 = pY ′0 · pX0 (16)
tY0 = tY ′0 + tX0 (17)
pYi = pY ′i + pY ′0 · pX0 (18)
tYi =
pY ′i · tY ′i + pY ′0 · pXi(tY ′0 + tXi)
pY ′i
(19)
A.1.6 Basic Recovery State at Level k
Similar to the base compute state (Section A.1.3) when recovering the system using a checkpoint at
a given level, there is a probability that an error happens during recovery. Assuming a checkpointing
restoration time rk, then the probability that no error happens is:
pR0 = p0(rk) = e
−λrk (20)
and the execution time is:
tR0 = t0(rk) = rk (21)
The probability that an error at level k happens is:




and the lost compute time is:
tRi = ti(rk) =
1− (λrk + 1) · e−λrk
λ · (1− eλrk)
(23)
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Figure 61: The X block for redo-log checkpoint recovery.
TheXUL,RL(k > 1, c > 1) state (Figure 61) is identical to theX(k, c) state originally proposed
by Moody et al. [52]. The X state consists internally of a compute state Y (k, c) and a recovery
state Rk. If an error happens in the compute state Y , then the system transitions to the recovery
state Rk. If an error happens during recovery and can it can be recovered from the current level
then the system restarts the recovery using the current Rk recovery state, otherwise this error will
be recovered from a checkpoint of at higher level.




1−PY R·PRY for PY R · PRY < 1
0 for PY R · PRY = 1
(24)
and when px0 > 0 the executed system time is:
tX0 = tY0 +
PY R · PRY
1− PY R · PRY
· (TY R + TRY ) (25)
The probability that a non-recoverable error by this state has happened is for each level i
pXi =
 0 for i ≤ i ≤ k or PY R · PRY = 1pY i+PY R·PY Xi
1−PY R·PRY for i > k or PY R · PRY < 1
(26)
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and when pXi > 0 the lost computation time is:
tXi =
pYi · tYi + PY R · PRXi · (TY R + TRXi)
pYi + PY R · PRXi
+
PY R · PRY
1− PY R · PRY












0 for k = 1∑k−1
i=1 pRi for 1 < k < L∑k






for 1 < k < L∑k
i=1 pRi ·tRi
PRR




1−PRR for PRR < 1
0 for PRR = 1






0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k or PRR = 1
pRk+pR(k+1)
1−PRR for i = k + 1 and PRR < 1
pRi





+ PRR1−PRR · TRR for i = k + 1 and PRR < 1
tRi +
PRR
1−PRR · TRR for i > k + 1 and PRR < 1
A.1.8 The XUL,RL(k, c = 1) State
The stateXUL,RL(k, c = 1) (Figure 62) corresponds to the recovery state for the last undo and redo-
log intervals. Because of Kyma’s lazy approach when constructing undo and redo-log checkpoints,
when an error occurs the system cannot recover to the beginning of the current undo or redo-log
interval, but instead to the beginning of the previous interval. The XUL,RL(k, c = 1) state is similar















Figure 62: The XUL,RL(k, c = 1) state.
that the recovery state RUL,RL includes a number v of computation states YR(k, c) which are nec-
essary for restoring the system state at the beginning of the interval where the fault happened. A
YR(k, c) state is identical to the regular Y (k, c) with the only exception that when an error happens
it rolls back to the recovery state Rk of RUL,RL of the state XUL,RL under recovery (Figure 62).
For the generic case then we have v YR states, the probability that no error happens during
recovery is :




for PYv−1Yv · PYvR < 1






pYi for 1 ≤ m ≤ v





for PYv−2Yv−1 · PYv−1R < 1





for PY1R · PRY1 < 1





1−PRR for PRR < 1
0 for PRR = 1
PRR =

0 for k = 1∑k−1
i=1 pRi for 1 < k < L∑k
i=1 pRi for k = L
When PYv−1Yv > 0 the recovery time of the system is going to be:
tRY (v) = tR0(v) = tRk0 + ty0 +
PYv−1YvPYvR
1− PYv−1YvPYvR
(TYv−1Yv + TYvR) (29)
Where:





















for 1 < k < L∑k
i=1 pRi ·tRi
PRR
for k = L
The probability that an error non-recoverable by the current state happens is:
pRXi(v) = pRi(v) =









for i > k and PRY1 · PY1R
and PYj−1Yj · PYjR < 1
(30)
where PYkRi = pyk
PRRi =

0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k or PRR = 1
pRk+pR(k+1)
1−PRR for i = k + 1 and PRR < 1
pRi
1−PRR for i > k + 1 and PRR < 1
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and when pXi > 0
tRXi(v) = tRi(v) =
PenaltyT ime
pRi












1− PY1R · PRRi
· (TY1R + TRXi) +
PY1Ri




1− PY1Y2 · PY2Ri
· TY2Ri + . . .+ +
PYvRi
1− PYv−1Yv · PYvRi
· TYvRi
(32)
The XRL(k, c = 1) State For the specific case of redo-log recovery the above equations can be
simplified and RRL(k, c = 1, v = 1) becomes identical to the XUL,RL(k > 1, c > 1)
The XUL(k, c = 1) State Because of Kyma’s delayed cache flush there is an additional time δ
when an error cannot be recovered by the most recent undo-log checkpoint but has to be recovered





The XUL(k, c = 1) internally has two RUL,RL states, one that can recover the system to the latest
undo-log checkpoint with probability (1− pδ) and another one where the previous checkpoint will
have to be used with probability pδ. The probabilities and recovery times are as follows:
pRY = pR0 = (1− pδ) · pR0(v = 1) + pδ · pR0(v = 2)
tRY = tR0 =
(1− pδ) · tR0(v = 1) + pδ · tR0(v = 2)
pR0
pRXi = pRi = (1− pδ) · pRi(v = 1) + pδ · pRi(v = 2)
tRXi = tRi =
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